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ABSTRACT 
This work focuses on methods for testing and increasing the robustness of integrated 
circuits (ICs) to electrostatic discharge (ESD).  Specifically, this work focuses on charged device 
model (CDM) protection and test methods.   
In this work it is shown that the CDM robustness of an I/O can be increased by proper 
biasing of the gates during an ESD event.  These gate bias networks are particularly useful 
because they do not add capacitance to high-speed nodes.  The effectiveness of diode vs. diode-
triggered silicon controlled rectifier (DTSCR) protection in high-speed I/O cells is examined. 
The industry standard for CDM characterization of a product is field-induced CDM 
(FICDM) testing of packaged ICs.  However, several wafer-level CDM testers have also been 
introduced, including very-fast transmission line pulsing (VF-TLP) and capacitively coupled 
TLP (CC-TLP). This work presents three new wafer-level CDM testers.  Two are modifications 
of existing CC-TLP and “WCDM” testers.  The modified testers allow one to probe internal 
nodes during the stress event.  The third, named “WCDM2,” is an improvement upon WCDM.  
The merits and drawbacks of each of these testers are examined in this work. 
Primarily, this work seeks to methodically answer the outstanding question of whether or 
not wafer-level CDM testing can replicate FICDM stress. An embeddable voltage monitor circuit 
is presented that is capable of recording for subsequent readout the peak voltage reached at 
internal nodes during ESD events.  Techniques for probing internal nodes during CDM-like 
events are also presented. Using these and other techniques, fatal and non-fatal stress generated 
within two CDM test chips by the various CDM testers are compared to each other. It is shown 
that wafer-level testing does not replicate FICDM stress in various scenarios.  
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter, a brief review of the charged device model (CDM) for electrostatic 
discharge (ESD) will be given.  Real-world CDM events will be described.  Next, the field-
induced CDM (FICDM) tester, which is the industry standard for CDM testing, will be 
explained.  The circuit failure mechanisms characteristic of CDM stress will be explained, 
followed by a general description of on-chip protection methods used to prevent CDM failure.  
The motivation for wafer-level CDM testing will be explained, followed by a discussion of the 
need for a thorough comparison between wafer-level and package-level CDM testing. 
1.1 Electrostatic Discharge 
Electrostatic discharge is defined as the transfer of electric charge between bodies at 
different electrical potentials [1].  From lightning strikes to a zap from a doorknob on a dry day, 
ESD events are common occurrences.  In today’s electronic age, it is necessary to protect 
integrated circuits (ICs) from ESD by shunting the current safely away from or through the 
device during an ESD event.  ICs are subject to ESD during manufacturing and assembly as well 
as during field use and service.  The high current density present during an ESD event can cause 
thermal damage and induce voltages sufficient to damage gate oxides.  Effective protection 
against ESD is critical for high yield and reliability of ICs.  Consequently, considerable effort is 
spent to improve the robustness of ICs against ESD.   
Three different models are generally used to categorize IC ESD events:  the human body 
model (HBM), the machine model (MM), and the charged device model (CDM).  The HBM 
models the event in which an electrically charged human is discharged by touching an IC that is 
grounded at one or more pins [2].  Typical rise times for HBM events are approximately 10 ns, 
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with peak currents of around 1.3 A.  The MM imitates the discharge of a conductive object, such 
as a metal component of production equipment, to a grounded IC [3].  Because of a lower series 
resistance of the discharge path, current discharge waveforms for MM have a larger amplitude 
and a faster rise time and are more oscillatory than those of HBM.  The CDM describes the rapid 
ESD events that can occur in today’s automated manufacturing, handling, and assembly of ICs. 
Given the reduction of human handling in favor of automated production, the CDM is highly 
relevant for modern assessment of IC robustness against ESD. Hence, the work presented in this 
dissertation is primarily related to the CDM, examined next in greater detail.   
1.2 The Charged Device Model 
The charged device model simulates the charging or discharging of an IC through a 
single pin to a conductive surface, resulting in a fast-rising, high current stress [4], [5].  An IC 
may be charged through one of two ways: triboelectrically or through electrostatic field 
induction.  An example of triboelectric charging is when a chip is charged by sliding down a tube 
or rail within an automated manufacturing facility.  If the chip then touches a conducting object, 
such as a metal handler, it will be rapidly discharged.  Chips may also be damaged through field 
induction.  When an IC is exposed to an electric field, its electric potential will increase or 
decrease relative to ground; e.g., this occurs when an IC is placed in a plastic shipping tray that 
has been triboelectrically charged.  If an IC pin is grounded while the IC is in this field, the chip 
will be charged.  If the IC is subsequently removed from this field and a pin is again grounded, 
the chip will be discharged.  The nature of these charging and discharging events results in very 
fast current rise times (less than 200 ps) and large amplitudes (~10 A).  The event usually lasts 
no more than 1 or 2 ns. 
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1.2.1 Field-Induced CDM Testing 
The most common method for testing IC robustness against CDM is to use a field-
induced CDM (FICDM) tester [4], [5].  An illustration of an FICDM tester is shown in Figure 
1.1.  The IC, referred to as the device under test (DUT), is placed on the field charge plate with 
the pins pointing upward, a position commonly referred to as the “dead bug.”  The charge plate 
potential is slowly raised by the DC power supply.  The potential of the DUT closely tracks that 
of the field plate because the capacitance CDUT between the DUT and the field plate is on the 
order of 10 times greater than the capacitance CG between the DUT and the ground plane [6].  
Up to this point, no charge has been transferred to or from the DUT [7].  The ground plane is 
lowered until the pogo pin touches the desired IC pin.  At some point before the two pins touch, 
dielectric breakdown of the air between the two pins will induce a spark.  Subsequently the 
potential of the IC drops as charge is rapidly redistributed between the field plate to ground plane 
capacitance CFG and CDUT, resulting in a high current stress to the IC, which is now charged.  
This charging occurs within a few nanoseconds.    
 
Figure 1.1: Illustration of a field-induced CDM tester. 
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During the event, current supplied by the high voltage power supply is negligible due to 
the large resistance through which it connects to the field plate.  Consequently, the field plate is 
essentially floating during the brief event.  Immediately after the event, the potential of the field 
plate will be lower than the precharge voltage.  Eventually, the field plate will return to the 
voltage of the DC power supply as CFG is recharged through the large resistor.  The pogo pin is 
then separated from the IC pin.  A stress of opposite polarity may be induced if the potential of 
the field plate is then returned to 0 V and the pogo pin is again brought in contact with the IC 
pin, thus discharging the IC. 
At present, the CDM robustness of a device is defined in terms of the highest precharge 
voltage that can be used to stress all pins of the device on an FICDM tester without causing 
device failure.  Until recently, most customers required that ICs be robust against a 500 V 
FICDM precharge stress [8].  This limit has recently been reduced to 250 V for most products 
[8].  Because packages vary in area, thickness, and pin count, the coupling to the field plate will 
vary.  Thus, for a given precharge voltage, the total charge transferred to the DUT will be greater 
for larger packages than for smaller ones.  The total discharge current is measured by observing 
the voltage that develops across the 1 Ω disk resistor shown in Figure 1.1.   
A waveform of the current measured during a 500 V FICDM zap of a CDM test chip in a 
7 mm by 7 mm FPGA package is shown in Figure 1.2.  This waveform was captured with an      
8 GHz oscilloscope.  The rise time of this particular waveform is about 60 ps, and the pulse 
width is under 500 ps.  It is obvious that an oscilloscope with a multi-GHz bandwidth must be 
used to capture the high frequency content of FICDM waveforms, though at present only a 3 
GHz oscilloscope is required when calibrating the system [4], [5]. 
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Figure 1.2: Current measured during a 500 V FICDM zap of a CDM test chip in a 7 mm by 7 mm 
FPGA package (described in 5.1.3).  An 8 GHz oscilloscope was used to capture the waveform. 
1.2.2 CDM Failure Mechanisms 
Because the duration of CDM events is short, CDM-induced damage most often 
manifests as oxide breakdown rather than thermal failure [9], [10].  This is especially true at 
external input and output circuits, which are bonded directly to the outside world [9].  The large 
currents generated during CDM events result in significant voltage drops across power buses and 
ESD protection devices.  The large voltages can exceed the oxide breakdown voltage of 
transistor oxides.  The fast rise time of the stress requires that protection devices turn on quickly 
to clamp voltages to safer levels.  Voltage overshoot resulting from the finite turn-on time of 
devices such as SCRs and diodes contributes to oxide stress [11].  
Oxide thinning and faster operating requirements make it increasingly difficult to protect 
input circuits against CDM [8].  Thinner oxides require lower clamping voltages.  However, 
ESD protection devices placed at I/O cells add parasitic capacitance that may degrade circuit 
performance.  Novel methods are required to achieve necessary CDM protection levels without 
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significantly compromising circuit performance.  CDM protection techniques for high-speed 
input circuits will be examined in Chapter 3, including a new bias circuit that improves 
robustness without adding parasitic capacitance at the input. 
Gate oxides of transistors within the core of an IC are also subject to CDM damage in 
certain circuit topologies.  System-on-chip (SoC) ICs have multiple power domains, often to 
improve noise isolation between circuit blocks. The receiving circuits at these power domain 
crossing circuits, or “internal I/Os,” are also subject to CDM-induced oxide damage [12], [13].  
A typical worst-case scenario for CDM-induced cross-domain stress is illustrated in Figure 1.3.  
During a positive stress to VSS2, the positive charge stored in the VDD1 domain must make its way 
to the grounded VSS2 pin.  This current will generate voltage drops across the VDD1 ESD clamp, 
the parasitic VSS bus resistance, and the ESD diode between VSS buses.  If the output of the cross-
domain driver is high, i.e. close to the potential of VDD1, the NMOS of the receiver will 
experience most of the total voltage between VDD1 and VSS2 and can be damaged.  Given the 
popularity of SoC designs today [14], understanding this type of stress and protecting against it is 
important. 
ESD Logic
VDD1
VSS1
RVDD1
RVSS1,a RVSS1,b
Rbus,1
Logic
VDD2
VSS2RVSS2,a
Rbus,2
ESD
RVSS2,b
X
RVDD2
 
Figure 1.3: Illustration of a cross-domain stress scenario.  The resistances shown are parasitic in the 
power and ground metal routing. 
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1.3 Motivation for Wafer-Level CDM Testing 
While package-level FICDM testing is the industry standard for CDM characterization 
[4], [5], there is ample motivation for generating CDM-like stress at the wafer level. Full-product 
wafer-level CDM testing can be beneficial since CDM reliability assessment can be performed 
earlier in the design phase, before packaging.  ESD engineers could then be alerted to 
weaknesses in the protection methodology and begin designing a solution before the product is 
packaged.   
Wafer-level testing is especially useful for characterizing CDM robustness of test 
structures.  Such testing eliminates the need to dice and package these structures, saving time and 
money. Additionally, inexpensive packaging, such as DIP, is often used when packaging test 
structures.  Such packaging has parasitics that differ significantly from those of the state-of-the-
art packaging that will eventually be used for actual products, and these parasitics can 
significantly alter the CDM stress [15].  Furthermore, test structures are often very small when 
diced, requiring long bond wires for connection with package pins and adding an overly large 
inductance to the signal path.  Wafer-level testing characterizes the structure alone, without 
incorporating these parasitics.   
Automated wafer-level CDM testing allows for rapid acquisition of reliability data from 
die located across a wafer.  These data are useful for statistical analysis and for examining the 
impact of die location on reliability performance. 
A largely unexplored benefit of wafer-level CDM is the access it provides for real-time 
probing of internal nodes, thanks to the absence of IC packaging.  Such measurements allow one 
to observe the current and potential distributions within the chip during the discharge, thereby 
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aiding in ESD protection design and debugging. Real-time measurements are also essential for 
verification of CDM simulation techniques.  This is a significant advantage over FICDM testing, 
which provides only a measure of the total peak current at the zap pin.   
1.4 Two-Pin Wafer-Level ESD Testing: Transmission Line Pulsing 
Transmission line pulsing (TLP) [16] is a widely used method of wafer-level ESD 
characterization.  In a TLP test system, a transmission line is charged to a desired voltage and 
then discharged through a relay to the DUT.  The width and rise time of the delivered pulse can 
be varied to resemble those of a specified ESD model.  To imitate HBM, TLP pulses 100 ns wide 
with a 10 ns rise time are generally used.  When using TLP to imitate CDM events, the rise time 
is on the order of a few hundred picoseconds, and the pulse width is a few nanoseconds.  When 
configured in this way, the system is referred to as very fast TLP (VF-TLP) [17]-[19].   
1.5 Single-Pin Wafer-Level CDM Testing 
VF-TLP differs fundamentally from CDM in that the pulse is applied between two pins 
during VF-TLP (i.e., between a force and a ground node), whereas CDM is a single-pin stress.  
In a CDM event, charge is distributed throughout an IC and either enters or exits the IC through 
a single pin.  FICDM testers imitate CDM by grounding one pin while the IC is coupled to a 
nonzero potential.  This coupling to the IC promotes a distribution of current throughout the IC 
rather than forcing current to enter one node and exit another, as in VF-TLP.   
To more closely imitate a CDM event and the FICDM tester, a wafer-level tester should 
capacitively induce charge distribution across the wafer and then discharge the wafer through a 
single pin.  In recent years, several methods have been introduced to generate single-pin CDM-
like stress at the wafer level [20]-[26].  Capacitively coupled TLP (CC-TLP) was the first 
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published attempt at single-pin wafer-level CDM testing [20], [21].  Several modifications of 
CC-TLP have followed [22]-[24].  “Wafer-level CDM” (WCDM) [25] was introduced to 
generate single-polarity current stress, unlike CC-TLP which generates a dual-polarity stress 
during each discharge.  A modified version, WCDM2, was recently introduced to provide 
improved repeatability over WCDM [26].  These testers will be discussed in greater detail in 
Chapter 2. 
1.6 The Need for Comparison of Wafer-Level CDM with FICDM 
It is important that the stress generated by wafer-level CDM test methods be similar to 
that induced on packaged die by an FICDM tester—the most widely accepted CDM qualification 
method.  A limited number of studies have compared VF-TLP-induced failures with those 
generated by FICDM, but these were limited to failures at input pads when stressing from input 
to VSS [21], [27].  CC-TLP has been shown to reproduce some FICDM pad ring failures [28].  
However, it has not been verified that the various wafer-level tests reproduce the cross-domain 
failures described in Section 1.2.2.  A systematic comparison of VF-TLP, CC-TLP, and WCDM 
with FICDM is needed to understand the extent to which the wafer-level tests can replicate 
FICDM stress. 
1.7 Overview and Organization of Dissertation 
In Chapter 2, the various single-pin wafer-level CDM testers will be described.  In 
Chapter 3, a comparison of ESD protection methods for high-speed receivers will be discussed.  
A novel biasing circuit increases the breakdown voltage by modulating the potential of the input 
transistor’s source during ESD. The effectiveness of dual-diode and DTSCR protection of high-
speed receiver circuits is examined under various bias conditions. 
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In Chapter 4, techniques are presented for obtaining measurements of the voltages 
generated within an IC during ESD stress.  A voltage monitor circuit is presented, which is 
capable of storing the peak voltage developed across its terminals during the stress for 
subsequent readout.  A probing technique is presented for measuring internal node voltage 
waveforms in real time. 
In Chapter 5, two CDM test chips are described, one built in a 90 nm technology, the 
other in a 65 nm technology.  Measurements obtained during wafer-level CDM stress are 
compared with FICDM-induced failures. 
Chapter 6 summarizes the work in this document and identifies work that remains to be 
accomplished. 
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CHAPTER 2: WAFER-LEVEL CDM TESTERS 
In this chapter, several single-pin wafer-level CDM testers will be described.  Each of 
these testers generates a CDM-like stress on unpackaged ICs by capacitively inducing charge 
storage throughout the DUT and then discharging it through a single pin.  The original CC-TLP 
and WCDM systems will be described, followed by descriptions of the author’s modifications of 
each.  Finally, WCDM2 will be described, which the author also assisted in developing.  Because 
the author believes WCDM2 to be the most useful and practical option for wafer-level CDM 
testing, it will be discussed in greater detail. 
2.1 Capacitively Coupled TLP 
CC-TLP [20], [21] is an extension of a VF-TLP system.  Instead of applying the pulse to 
one pad while grounding another, the return path is completed by a capacitance between a large 
plate and the wafer, as illustrated in Figure 2.1 [21].  Displacement current during the pulse 
rising and falling edges results in a dual-polarity current stress to the DUT.  Charge must enter 
and exit the DUT through a single pin, unlike the two-pin VF-TLP system.  Because the VF-TLP 
pulse is relay-actuated, repeatability can be very good for both CC-TLP and VF-TLP. 
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Figure 2.1: Conceptual illustration of CC-TLP (bottom) compared with conventional VF-TLP 
(top), after [21].  Capacitance between the wafer and a large plate completes the current path and 
induces charge storage across the DUT.  Displacement current on the pulse rising and falling edges 
induces a dual-polarity stress on the DUT. 
2.1.1 Original CC-TLP  
The original CC-TLP system is shown in Figure 2.2 [21].  A ground plane is attached to a 
micromanipulator and suspended over the wafer.  The grounded shield of a coaxial cable is 
connected to the ground plane, while the center conductor of the cable connects to a probe tip.  A 
small hole in the ground plane allows one to view the probe tip through a microscope while 
maneuvering the system via the manipulator to land the probe tip on the pad to be zapped.  A 
VF-TLP pulse is applied to the probed pad on the wafer, and the capacitance CDUT between the 
wafer and the ground plane forms the return path.  Displacement current on the pulse rising and 
falling edges delivers a dual-polarity current stress to the wafer. 
The magnitude of the current stress increases with CDUT.  In order to form enough 
capacitance to deliver a significant stress to the wafer, the ground plane is necessarily large – a 
few inches smaller in diameter than that of the wafer itself.   
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of the original CC-TLP system, after [21].  A VF-TLP pulse is applied via a 
probe that contacts the wafer, with the return path formed by the capacitance CDUT between a large 
ground plane and the wafer over which it is suspended. 
2.1.2 Modified CC-TLP 
As explained in Section 1.3, one of the potential advantages of wafer-level CDM over 
FICDM is the potential for probe insertion thanks to the absence of packaging.  However, the 
size and proximity of the ground plane in the original system prevent the insertion of voltage 
probes to monitor internal nodes in real time.  To exploit the benefits of probe access during 
wafer-level testing, the author modified the system [23], [24]. 
The modified CC-TLP used in this work is illustrated in Figure 2.3.  The center 
conductor of a 50 Ω SMA connector contacts the copper surface of a printed circuit board (PCB). 
The copper forms the field plate of the system, sized for stressing a single die or IC. VF-TLP 
pulses (trise = 200 ps, tPW = 9 ns) are delivered to the field plate through the connector. A thin 
insulator, such as double-sided Scotch tape, is placed on top of the copper and forms a dielectric 
between the field plate and an IC placed above it. A probe needle, connected to the shield of the 
SMA connector via a short, braided gold jumper wire, makes contact with and grounds the pad 
on the chip to be stressed.  
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A Tektronix CT6 current probe with a 2 GHz bandwidth is slipped over the ground probe 
to measure the current transferred to and from the chip during the stress.   Figure 2.4 shows an 
example of the dual-polarity current induced by this CC-TLP system.  The waveform closely 
resembles those produced by the original system [21].  An RF probe is used for voltage probing 
and will be discussed in a later chapter.  
 
Figure 2.3: Illustration of the modified CC-TLP system used in this work. A VF-TLP pulse is 
applied to the field plate below the chip while a probe grounds the stressed pad. A current probe 
measures the stress current. The RF probe is separate from the pulse delivery system and is used to 
measure differential voltages on-chip during the stress. 
  
Figure 2.4: Measured current for a 200 V CC-TLP zap of a 2 mm by 4 mm CDM test chip.  A dual-
polarity stress is generated from the pulse rising and falling edges. 
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2.2 WCDM 
While the dual-polarity stress of CC-TLP can save time when testing a product for 
robustness against current stress of both polarities, it is often desirable to separate the polar 
stresses.  For example, if one desires to ascertain the failure current of a standalone diode, a dual-
polarity stress would reverse-bias as well as forward-bias the diode.  The diode would likely fail 
at a low current under the reverse stress, and the true current carrying capability of the diode 
would not be determined.  Additionally, it is often desirable to generate a single-polarity stress 
when debugging CDM failures in a circuit. 
WCDM [25] was introduced as a method for generating single-polarity CDM stress at the 
wafer level. 
2.2.1 Original WCDM 
An illustration of the WCDM system, after [25], is shown in Figure 2.5.  A wafer is 
placed on a grounded chuck, and a PCB field plate is suspended over the wafer.  The potential of 
the field plate is raised to a desired DC value, thereby charging the capacitance CDUT between the 
wafer and the field plate.  A probe needle connected to the field plate is then lowered to contact 
the pad to be zapped.  During the approach, an air-gap spark between the two discharges CDUT 
into the wafer.  A triac circuit then clamps the voltage of the field plate to a low value to prevent 
repetitive recharging and discharging events during the approach.  The discharge current passes 
through a small transformer, the output of which is sent to an oscilloscope to provide a measure 
of the current.  This single-polarity stress mimics FICDM by virtue of the air discharge, unlike 
CC-TLP which is relay initiated. 
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Figure 2.5: Illustration of the original WCDM, after [25].  The capacitance between the wafer on 
the grounded chuck and the field plate is charged with the probe tip separated from the wafer.  As 
the field plate and the probe tip connected to it are lowered to the wafer, a spark between the tip 
and the zap pad stresses the device.  The discharge current is observed on an oscilloscope. 
As with CC-TLP, the magnitude of the WCDM current stress increases with CDUT.  In 
order to form enough capacitance to deliver a significant stress to the wafer, the field plate is a 
few inches smaller in diameter than the wafer itself. 
2.2.2 Modified WCDM 
As was the case with the original CC-TLP system, the size and proximity of the ground 
plane in the original WCDM system prevent the insertion of voltage probes to monitor internal 
nodes in real time.  The author modified the system to allow for probe access [23], [24]. 
The modified WCDM is illustrated in Figure 2.6.  A 20 pF surface-mount capacitor forms 
CDUT. The capacitor is charged by a high-voltage DC power supply through a 20 MΩ resistor.  
The chip rests on an insulator above a copper plane that is grounded through a 1 Ω disk resistor.  
The plane is sized for testing a single die or packaged IC.  The non-grounded capacitor terminal 
is connected to a probe tip by a short jumper wire.  As the probe tip approaches the pad to be 
zapped, a spark between the two discharges CDUT into the wafer.  The voltage across the disc 
resistor gives a measurement of the total current at the zap pad, as in FICDM testers.  The 
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underdamped single-polarity stress, shown in Figure 2.7, resembles that of FICDM [4], [5] and 
the original WCDM [25].  When testing with the modified WCDM, the surface of the die is 
accessible for real-time voltage probing. 
 
Figure 2.6: Modified WCDM system used in this work. A 20 pF surface-mount capacitor is charged 
through a 20 MΩ resistor.  The chip rests on an insulator above a copper plane that is grounded 
through a 1 Ω disk resistor.   A probe tip connected to the capacitor is brought to the chip.  Charge 
sharing between the surface-mount capacitor and the chip-to-ground plate capacitance generates 
current on the chip.  The current is read via a voltage measurement across the disk resistor.  An RF 
probe (not shown) can be used to measure real-time differential voltages. 
 
Figure 2.7: Measured current for a 100 V modified WCDM zap of 2 mm by 4 mm CDM test chip. 
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2.3 WCDM2 
Wafer-level CDM (WCDM) [25] was designed to replicate the air discharge event of 
field-induced CDM (FICDM)—the package-level industry standard [4], [5].  While this air 
discharge mechanism does resemble FICDM testing, the variability of the arc causes the peak 
current to vary by 30% or more from zap to zap. It was also observed that the arc caused the 
stressed pad to crater at moderate current levels and spray pad metal across the wafer. Moreover, 
the process of repetitively contacting the probe tip to the wafer for each discharge accelerates the 
dulling of the probe tip. Finally, the discharge current was measured through a band-limited 
transformer, the behavior of which had to be de-embedded from the measurement data to obtain 
the true time-domain waveform [25], [29].  
Capacitively coupled TLP (CC-TLP) [20], [21] offers a more reproducible method for 
generating wafer-level CDM-like stress.  Because the VF-TLP pulse is relay-actuated, 
repeatability can be very good. Displacement current during the pulse rising and falling edges 
generates a dual-polarity stress with each VF-TLP pulse. However, it is often desirable to 
generate a single-polarity stress when debugging CDM failures or to avoid reverse-bias damage 
when testing standalone devices.  
In this work, WCDM is modified to be relay-initiated for excellent repeatability. The 
single-polarity stress generated with the new system closely resembles FICDM waveforms and 
provides testing flexibility. The new system is named WCDM2 [26]. 
2.3.1 WCDM2 Description 
A schematic of the WCDM2 tester is shown in Figure 2.8. The probe card is a three-layer 
PCB with field plates constructed on the outer two layers and a 50 Ω stripline trace in the center. 
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The two field plates are shorted together and are connected to the center conductor of an SMA 
cable. The stripline connects the probe tip to the grounded shield of the SMA cable. A stripline 
was chosen over a microstrip design for its superior high frequency performance; microstrips 
suffer from multimodal, non-TEM (transverse electromagnetic) dispersion arising from the 
boundary discontinuity at the air-dielectric interface [30]. As shown in the photo in Figure 2.9, 
the probe card can be mounted to a micromanipulator for positioning. A hole in the center of the 
probe card allows the probe tip and wafer pads to be viewed through a microscope while 
positioning the tip. The probe tip lifetime is significantly improved over WCDM, since the tip 
may remain in contact with the wafer during multiple stresses. The probe tip used in this work 
has a radius of 10 μm, allowing for probing of small pads.  
Relay
50Ω
Scope 
channel
Chuck (floating)
HVDC
10MΩ
Wafer
SMA Cable
50Ω 
Stripline
Probe card
CDUTAttenuator
Viewing 
hole
 
Figure 2.8: Schematic representation of WCDM2. The probe card is a 3-layer PCB with a 50 Ω 
stripline connected to the probe tip. 
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Figure 2.9: Photo of the WCDM2 probe card mounted onto a micromanipulator.  A viewing hole in 
the center of the probe card allows the use of the microscope when positioning the probe. 
With the field plate at 0 V, the probe tip is brought into contact with the pad to be zapped; 
this brings the potential of the pad and the wafer to ground. Next, a mercury-wetted relay 
connects the SMA cable to the high voltage DC source through a 10 MΩ resistor, so that the 
cable, stripline, and plate-to-wafer capacitance CDUT are slowly precharged to the desired 
voltage. To initiate the stress, the mercury-wetted relay is actuated to disconnect the high voltage 
supply and discharge the system through the oscilloscope input channel. Attenuators are used to 
limit the voltage appearing at the scope input. The rapid discharge of CDUT delivers a CDM-like 
stress to the DUT.  
Non-air-discharge CDM has benefits for package-level testing as well. The WCDM2 
charging and discharging mechanisms [31] are similar to that of the package-level tester 
“CDM2” proposed by Given et al. [32].  
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2.3.2 Waveform Analysis and Calibration  
A calibration board was used to measure the WCDM2 current stress felt by the DUT. The 
calibration board consists of a 1 ft by 1 ft square copper board with a 1 Ω disk resistor soldered 
into a hole in the center, as shown in the photo in Figure 2.10.  A SMA connector soldered to the 
backside of the disk resistor is connected through a cable to an oscilloscope. During a zap, the 
WCDM2 probe card is suspended over the calibration board, and the probe needle makes contact 
with the center conductor of the disk resistor. The charge induced on the copper must travel 
through the disk resistor to reach the grounded center during the zap. The oscilloscope measures 
the voltage across the resistor, from which the current through the resistor can be extracted. All 
measurements presented in this chapter were taken using a 6 GHz oscilloscope.  
 
Figure 2.10: Photo of the calibration board. A 1 Ω disk resistor is soldered into a hole in the center 
of the 1 ft by 1 ft square copper board. An SMA connector soldered to the backside of the disk 
resistor is connected by a cable to an oscilloscope. The oscilloscope measures the resistor voltage, 
and thus current, during a WCDM2 zap to the center conductor of the resistor. 
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2.3.2.1 Discharge Capacitance  
Figure 2.11 shows the current waveforms measured while zapping the calibration board 
with a 100 V precharge. CDUT increases with the area of the field plate on the probe card; CDUT is 
a decreasing function of the separation between the field plate and the DUT. The measurements 
shown are for two probe cards differing only in the length of the probe needle; i.e., the card with 
the longer probe needle has a smaller CDUT. The length of the longer probe tip was approximately 
2 mm. To extract the capacitance, the total charge injected during each zap was calculated by 
integrating the current waveform over time, as shown in Figure 2.12. Dividing the total charge 
by the 100 V precharge voltage yields CDUT. The total charge for the card with the shorter needle 
was roughly 1.7 nC, implying a CDUT of 17 pF. The total charge for the other card was 1.2 nC, 
yielding a CDUT value of 12 pF. 
 
Figure 2.11: Current measured when zapping a calibration board using a 100 V precharge voltage. 
Pulse width decreases with CDUT, as does the peak current. CDUT is controlled by the probe tip length 
and the sizes of the field plate and DUT. 
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Figure 2.12: Integrals of the current waveforms from Figure 2.11. Dividing the total charge by the 
100 V precharge voltage yields the capacitance of each card. 
The pulse width and peak current both increase with CDUT, as seen in Figure 2.11. The 
pulse produced by the 12 pF card discharge is approximately 1 ns wide with an amplitude of 1 A 
at a precharge of 100 V; the 17 pF card produces a pulse roughly 1.4 ns wide with a peak current 
of approximately 1.1 A at 100 V. These results may be understood by modeling the WCDM2 
waveform as the response of an RC network to a step function with a non-zero fall time.  This is 
illustrated schematically in Figure 2.13. The 1 Ω resistor represents the calibration board disk 
resistor, and the capacitance represents CDUT, which is precharged to Vpre. The 56 Ω resistor 
represents the 50 Ω input of the oscilloscope plus an estimated 6 Ω for the spark resistance in the 
mercury-wetted relay. Closing the relay initiates the discharge of CDUT by completing the path to 
ground. However, the ground loop is not instantaneously established; there is a finite fall time 
associated with the probe tip inductance and the non-ideal transmission line and relay.  This fall 
time is captured by the finite step function in Figure 2.13.  
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1 Ω
56 Ω
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Figure 2.13: RC model of the WCDM2 discharge path. The 1 Ω resistor represents the disk resistor 
on the calibration board, the 56 Ω resistor represents the scope impedance plus spark resistance, 
and the capacitor represents CDUT. The non-zero fall time of the grounding signal represents the 
non-idealities of the transmission line and relay. 
The model in Figure 2.13 can be used to solve for the transient WCDM2 current i(t). This 
can be accomplished easily in the Laplace domain. The step function can be approximated as a 
decaying exponential with a fall time τf, which is represented in the Laplace domain as Vpre/(s + 
a), where a = 1/τf. Applying Kirchhoff’s current law to Figure 2.13 and combining the 
resistances into a single resistor R, one obtains 
     
 
    
 
    
 
 
        
 
        
     
   
 . (2.1) 
Rearranging Equation (2.1) and taking the inverse Laplace transform, one obtains 
      
     
   
 
    
        
   (2.2)  
      
    
 
     
  
              
  
     
  . (2.3)  
Increasing CDUT will proportionally increase the total charge stored for a given precharge 
voltage. This is manifest primarily by the increase of the RC time constant of the discharge path, 
which appears in the second exponential term in Equation (2.3). The result is a slower decay time 
and hence a wider current pulse. Increasing CDUT also increases the coefficient of the exponential 
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terms, resulting in an increase in the peak current. Figure 2.14 shows the current predicted by 
Equation (2.3) for two different values of CDUT, i.e. two different WCDM2 probe cards, and Vpre 
= 100 V. The waveforms obtained analytically closely resemble the measured waveforms in 
Figure 2.11. 
 
Figure 2.14: Analytic solution of the WCDM2 current for the two different CDUT values using 
Equation (2.3) with Vpre = 100 V. The waveforms obtained analytically closely resemble the 
measurements in Figure 2.11. The larger RC time constant of the 17 pF probe card results in a 
larger pulse width and slightly higher peak current.  
2.3.2.2 System Discharge Waveform 
The calibration board measurements show the current waveforms at the 1 Ω DUT (Figure 
2.11). However, the waveform measured at the scope input into which the discharge current 
flows (see Figure 2.8) represents the discharge of the entire WCDM2 system. This waveform is 
shown in Figure 2.15 for a 100 V zap of the calibration board. Dividing this waveform by the   
50 Ω input impedance of the oscilloscope channel yields the system discharge current. In Figure 
2.15, the first 9 ns represent the discharge of the SMA cable. Between 9 ns and 10 ns, a small 
spike is seen as the probe card stripline discharges. The last spike of the waveform, occurring at 
about 10 ns, is the result of CDUT discharging.  
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Figure 2.15: Waveform measured by the scope on the channel into which the discharge occurs. The 
first 9 ns of the current represent the cable discharging. Next, the stripline discharges. Finally, CDUT 
is discharged, occurring at the 10 ns point and onward. 
The spikes in the system discharge waveform arise from impedance discontinuities along 
the discharge path, i.e. impedances that are unequal to the 50 Ω characteristic impedances of the 
SMA cable and oscilloscope input. The reflection coefficient Γ at such points in the system is 
given by 
   
      
      
 (2.4) 
where ZL is the impedance looking into the system at the point of the impedance discontinuity. 
The spike arising from the discharge of CDUT is expected since the impedance of this capacitance 
is not 50 Ω [33]. However, the stripline was designed to have an impedance of 50 Ω, so its 
causing a spike was unexpected.  
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To extract the apparent impedance of the stripline, time-domain reflectometry (TDR) was 
used. The oscilloscope screenshot in Figure 2.16 compares the reflected waveform for the cable 
plus WCDM2 board to that of the cable only; in both cases the ends of the transmission lines 
were open-circuited. The initial negative reflection seen on the waveform from the WCDM2 
board indicates that its impedance is less than 50 Ω. Application of Equation (2.4) yields           
ZL ≈ 40 Ω.  
 
Figure 2.16: Oscilloscope screenshot showing TDR response of the WCDM2 plus the cable 
connected to it, compared with the cable alone. The negative reflection at the WCDM2 board 
interface indicates a 40 Ω stripline impedance, contrary to the designed-for 50 Ω impedance. The 
scales for this plot are 4 V / div. on the vertical axis and 1 ns / div. on the horizontal axis. 
To understand why the stripline impedance is not 50 Ω, it is important to note that the 
transmission line is inverted at the cable-to-PCB interface. As illustrated in Figure 2.15, the 
center conductor of the SMA cable is connected to the outer planes of the stripline, while the 
SMA shield is connected to the stripline center conductor. The characteristic impedance ZO of an 
ideal transmission line is given by 
     
 
 
 (2.5) 
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where L and C are the inductance and capacitance per unit length, respectively. Conventionally, 
the outer planes of a stripline are at earth potential, so there is no charge stored on the free-space 
capacitance from the outer planes to other nearby, grounded objects; C is therefore entirely 
contained within the PCB. The stripline was designed using impedance equations derived under 
this assumption. However, in WCDM2, the outer planes of the stripline are connected to the 
SMA center conductor and they are charged to a non-zero potential. C in Equation (2.5) is now 
comprised of the PCB stripline capacitance plus the stray capacitance of the planes to ground, 
such as to the nearby grounded shield of the SMA cable (see Figure 2.9). Because C in (2.5) is 
larger than intended, ZO is smaller than the designed-for 50 Ω. 
The stripline could be connected conventionally (i.e. SMA center to stripline center, 
SMA shield to stripline shield) to regain the designed-for 50 Ω impedance signal transmission. 
Indeed, TDR measurements on the same stripline connected in the conventional fashion reveal a 
characteristic impedance of 50 Ω. In such a configuration, the probe needle, and therefore the 
wafer and the chuck on which it rests would be charged to the potential on the high voltage 
supply. This effectively increases CDUT by charging the stray chuck capacitance with respect to 
ground. The result is a much longer discharge time constant and therefore a much wider current 
pulse, which is undesirable for CDM-like testers. 
If a 50 Ω stripline is desired, the PCB capacitance could be designed to be smaller; i.e., 
the stripline could be designed to have an impedance greater than 50 Ω if connected 
conventionally. Then, when connected in the inverted fashion depicted in Figure 2.15, the 
effective capacitance would be reduced and the impedance would be closer to 50 Ω because of 
the stray capacitance. However, the small mismatch in the present system does not seem to cause 
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significant reflections to the discharge path as indicated by the very sharp, narrow discharge 
current measured by the calibration board (Figure 2.11). 
2.3.2.3 System Calibration 
When zapping something other than the calibration board, a calibration method is 
required to extract the DUT current from the system discharge waveform. This method is 
illustrated in Figure 2.17. First, the calibration board current and the system discharge current are 
measured simultaneously during a zap at the desired precharge voltage. Next, the calibration 
board current waveform is aligned such that its rising edge is coincident with the rising edge of 
the last peak in the system discharge current waveform (Figure 2.17a); this last peak represents 
the discharge of CDUT as discussed earlier. Subtraction of the calibration board current from the 
system discharge current measured yields a calibration current pulse (Figure 2.17b). For 
subsequent zaps at the same precharge voltage, the calibration pulse can be subtracted from the 
measured current (Figure 2.17c) to produce the DUT current (Figure 2.17d). The calibration 
pulse represents the system discharge and is independent of the DUT; therefore, the calibration 
pulse can be used to calculate the current felt by any on-wafer DUT at the same precharge 
voltage. 
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Figure 2.17: (a) Current measured by the scope channel into which the system was discharged, 
compared with the current measured by the calibration board. (b) The calibration pulse calculated 
by subtracting the DUT current measured from the system discharge current. (c) On subsequent 
zaps, subtraction of the calibration waveform from the system discharge yields the DUT current. 
(d) The extracted DUT current from a subsequent zap. 
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 A calibration pulse is needed for every precharge voltage that will be used during product 
testing. The user could take calibration measurements at each of the desired precharge voltages 
to extract and store a calibration pulse at each voltage. Or, a single calibration pulse can be 
appropriately scaled for use at multiple precharge voltages. The results are still quite accurate 
since the system response is essentially a linear function of the precharge voltage (discussed in 
Section 2.3.2.4). This is demonstrated in the following experiment. A calibration pulse was 
extracted for a 100 V precharge voltage; it was then used to calculate the DUT current during a 
subsequent 100 V calibration board zap. As expected, the measured and calculated waveforms 
are nearly identical, as shown in Figure 2.18a. The 100 V calibration pulse current was then 
scaled up by a factor of 6 and was used to extract the DUT current from a 600 V zap. As shown 
in Figure 2.18b, the calculated and measured currents show close agreement, demonstrating that 
a single calibration pulse can be scaled and used at multiple precharge voltages with considerable 
accuracy. 
The accuracy of the calculated calibration pulse will depend on proper alignment of the 
system discharge and calibration board waveforms (Figure 2.17a). Achieving good alignment is 
not difficult if a fast-sampling oscilloscope is used to acquire the waveforms; such a scope will 
provide several data points on the sharp rising edges for more precision in the alignment process. 
In any case, misalignment by several tens of picoseconds does not significantly alter the peak or 
the shape of the extracted DUT current. 
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Figure 2.18: (a) A calibration pulse calculated for a 100 V precharge voltage was used to calculate 
the DUT current during a subsequent 100 V zap of the calibration board for a nearly identical 
match. (b) The 100 V calibration pulse was scaled by a factor of 6 and applied to a 600 V 
measurement; the calculated and measured currents show close agreement, demonstrating that a 
single calibration pulse can be scaled and used at multiple precharge voltages with considerable 
accuracy. 
The calibration procedure can be carried out entirely on an oscilloscope equipped with 
arithmetic capabilities. The system discharge and disk resistor waveforms can be simultaneously 
measured on separate channels, then subtracted using built-in functions to produce the 
calibration pulse. The calibration pulse can be stored in memory, and on subsequent zaps it can 
be subtracted from subsequent system discharge waveforms to produce the DUT current 
instantaneously. A stored calibration pulse can also be appropriately scaled using built-in math 
functions and applied to subsequent measurements at multiple precharge voltages. 
2.3.2.4 Discharge Linearity and Repeatability 
The resistance of the spark generated during FICDM discharge is a decreasing function 
of the precharge voltage. The consequence is that the FICDM peak current is a nonlinear 
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function of the precharge voltage [32].  During a WCDM2 discharge, the spark is initiated in an 
environmentally controlled mercury-wetted relay, and the spark resistance is essentially 
independent of precharge voltage. The WCDM2 peak current is plotted as a function of 
precharge voltage in Figure 2.19 for the case of a 17 pF card discharging into the calibration 
board. The peak current is a linear function of the precharge voltage, with roughly 1.2 A per 100 
V precharge. This linearity was verified from 100 V to 1000 V.  
 
Figure 2.19: WCDM2 peak current as a function of the precharge voltage using a 17 pF probe card 
to zap the calibration board. Because the spark occurs within the controlled environment of the 
mercury-wetted relay, the spark resistance is constant, and the current increases linearly with 
voltage. 
The repeatability of WCDM2 is significantly improved over WCDM and FICDM. Figure 
2.20 shows a screen capture of 50 repeated zaps of the calibration board at 100 V.  Virtually no 
variation is seen. In contrast, WCDM showed a variation of about 30% in the peak current at the 
same precharge voltage [25]. The FICDM measurement tolerance is specified at 20% [4], but 
this is often exceeded under various test conditions [32].  
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Figure 2.20: Oscilloscope screen capture showing 50 consecutive zaps of the calibration board at 
100 V. Variations are negligible. The peak current is approximately 1 A, and the timescale is 2 ns 
per major division. 
2.3.2.5 Comparison with FICDM 
It is desirable that the current pulse generated by WCDM2 is comparable to that of 
FICDM since it is an industry-wide standard [4], [5]. An FICDM waveform and a WCDM2 
waveform are shown in Figure 2.21. The FICDM waveform was obtained while zapping the VSS 
pin of a large, packaged Intel product with an effective discharge capacitance Ceff of 16 pF. The 
WCDM2 waveform is from a zap to a standalone ESD structure on a full wafer with CDUT equal 
to 13 pF. Both were taken at a 500 V precharge voltage, and the peak currents have been 
normalized to 1 A in Figure 2.21. The WCDM2 pulse width and rise time are very similar to 
those of FICDM pulses. The 10%-90% rise time of the WCDM2 waveform in Figure 2.21 is 
approximately 260 ps, while that of the FICDM waveform is approximately 240 ps. The pulse 
width at the 50% point is approximately 1.08 ns, while for FICDM it is approximately 0.8 ns. 
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Figure 2.21: WCDM2 waveform from the zap of a standalone ESD structure on a full wafer 
compared to the FICDM waveform from the zap of a VSS pad on a packaged Intel product. Both 
were taken at 500 V precharge, and the peak currents have been normalized to 1 A in both cases. 
The WCDM2 pulse width and rise time are very similar to FICDM pulses. 
An even closer match of the WCDM2 pulse width to that of FICDM could be achieved 
by more closely matching the RC time constant in the two systems. The resistance in the 
discharge path of a FICDM tester consists of the 1 Ω disk resistor plus an average spark 
resistance of about 25 Ω [25]; this is less than half the discharge resistance for WCDM2, which 
includes the 50 Ω scope input impedance. Therefore a WCDM2 card designed to have CDUT 
roughly equal to half of typical FICDM Ceff values should produce a similar RC time constant 
and therefore similar pulse widths. The FICDM Ceff can range from a few pF for small packages 
to 10 - 20 pF for large packages [34], so CDUT values of 5 – 10 pF should result in comparable 
WCDM2 pulse widths. 
2.3.3 Pre- and Post-Stress Curve Tracing 
To identify the failure current of the device being tested, it is useful to perform a DC 
voltage sweep across the device before and after the stress.  When shifts are seen in the post-
stress DC I-V curve, the device has been damaged.  WCDM2 allows for optional in situ curve 
tracing.  A semiconductor parameter analyzer can be connected to the chuck of the system in 
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high-impedance mode during the WCDM2 zap.  The high impedance ensures that the chuck does 
not provide a sneak path for current during the stress.  Pre- and post-stress curve traces can be 
obtained by forcing current from the chuck to the grounded terminal. 
Example pre- and post-stress curve traces are shown in Figure 2.22.  These were taken 
before and after stressing a standalone dual-diode protected input structure with an active rail 
clamp.  During the stress, the receiver input pad was grounded and a positive potential was 
applied to the WCDM2 field plate, thereby storing negative charge on the substrate. Upon 
discharge, current flows from the input pad through the top diode and then through the rail clamp 
to ground.  The shift in the I-V curve in Figure 2.22 indicates that damage occurred after a 6.5 A 
stress.  It is concluded that the top diode was damaged because, in separate experiments, a 
standalone rail clamp passed 10 A of WCDM2 testing, and a similar receiver structure with 
diodes twice the size passed 10 A. 
 
Figure 2.22: Forward-bias dc I-V curve of a dual-diode-protected receiver before (“Pre”) and after 
WCDM2 stress of increasing current levels. The circuit was damaged after a 6.5 A stress. 
Experiments revealed that the top diode was the damaged device. 
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CHAPTER 3: ESD PROTECTION FOR HIGH-SPEED 
RECEIVER CIRCUITS 
ESD-induced gate oxide breakdown is studied in high-speed receiver circuits. A novel 
biasing circuit increases the breakdown voltage by modulating the potential of the input 
transistor’s source during ESD [11]. The effectiveness of dual-diode and DTSCR protection of 
high-speed receiver circuits is examined under various bias conditions [11]. 
3.1 Introduction 
Dual-diode and SCR-based devices are commonly used for ESD protection of I/O pads 
because of the high current density that these devices can handle [35].  In this work, dual-diodes 
and diode-triggered SCRs (DTSCR) [36] were used to protect an input circuit that resembles the 
differential amplifier shown in Figure 3.1; a differential amplifier is the input stage for any high-
speed receiver.  For the case of positive stress from an input to VSS, SCR-based protection 
provides lower voltage clamping in steady-state than does dual-diode protection [27], [37].  
However, in response to a pulse with sub-nanosecond rise time, the voltage across the SCR 
grossly overshoots, greatly exceeding the clamping voltage and even the DC trigger voltage Vt1.  
This voltage overshoot can break down the oxide of the transistor being protected [38]. 
Secondary protection is often used to protect the input transistor from the voltage 
overshoot at the pad [39].  This secondary protection is placed close to the input transistor and is 
decoupled from the primary protection by a series resistance.  Although secondary protection 
enhances ESD reliability, the added capacitance and the series resistance can degrade high-
frequency performance.  When performance specifications only allow for primary protection, 
optimization of the ESD protection scheme is crucial for reliability. 
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Figure 3.1: CMOS differential amplifier.  The input circuits used in this work resemble one branch 
of this amplifier. 
The gate oxide breakdown voltage VBD of a MOS transistor is a function of the potential 
VS at its source node [40]. This work examines whether controlling the gate bias of the tail 
transistor Vg,tail during ESD can adjust VS of the input transistor in a way that improves 
reliability.  A bias circuit is presented that controls the value of Vg,tail during ESD. The 
effectiveness of dual-diode and DTSCR input protection is also examined as a function of Vg,tail. 
3.2 Description of Test Structures 
To test the effectiveness of an ESD protection device in protecting gate oxides, an oxide 
monitor may be placed in parallel with the protection device [38].  The drain, source, and bulk 
terminals of the oxide monitor are shorted together [38], resulting in VSB = 0 V.  However, in real 
I/O designs, the source and drain of the input transistor are not hard wired to the body, source 
degeneration may be used, and VSB of the input transistor is non-zero.  Because VOX is a function 
of VSB [40], an I/O circuit has a different VBD than does an oxide monitor.   
Test circuits were fabricated in a 130 nm CMOS process.  The input circuit used in this 
work is a differential amplifier half-circuit—one branch of the amplifier of Figure 3.1.  The test 
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circuit topology is illustrated in Figure 3.2.  1.2 V transistors with a physical dielectric thickness 
of 2.2 nm were used in the input circuit.  Each test circuit has input ESD protection, consisting of 
either STI-bound dual-diodes or a DTSCR with a 2-diode string trigger. The protection devices 
were sized for equal Ifail as opposed to equal capacitance. The test circuits also contain a rail 
clamp and decoupling capacitance between VDD and VSS. The worst-case stress for the gate oxide 
of the input NMOS is from the Input pad to VSS; this stress case will be the focus of this paper.  
Under this stress condition, the input NMOS is biased in inversion. 
VIN
VOUT
VDD
VSS
Rail 
ClampVbias
ESD
ESD
 
Figure 3.2: Schematic of the input circuit test structures used in this work.  The current mirror on 
the left biases the PMOS and the tail NMOS, as is typical in a real high speed input circuit.  This is 
the benchmark case for this work. 
In the benchmark circuit, shown in Figure 3.2, a current mirror is used to bias the PMOS 
and the NMOS tail transistor, as in a real input circuit.  Vbias was designed to be 0.4 V, under 
normal operating conditions.  
In [40], it was shown that increasing VS of the input transistor will increase its VBD since 
Vox  ≈ VGS = VG – VS in inversion. VG of the input transistor is, of course, the pad voltage.  The VS 
of the input transistor is controlled by the tail transistor.  For a given IDS,tail during ESD, VDS,tail 
must increase if Vg,tail is decreased. Note that VDS,tail is equal to VS.  Therefore, reducing Vg,tail will 
reduce the stress on the input oxide: lower Vg,tail produces a higher VS which reduces Vox and thus 
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the magnitude of the gate tunneling current. Hence, it is expected that VS, and therefore VBD, can 
be maximized by tying Vg,tail to VSS during ESD. 
To study the effect of Vg,tail on ESD reliability, test structures with a pad at the gate of the 
tail transistor were designed.  Using this pad, Vg,tail was biased from an external source.  These 
structures are depicted in Figure 3.3 with (a) DTSCR protection and (b) dual-diode protection. 
VIN
Vg,tail
VOUT
VDD
VSS
DTSCR
Rail 
Clamp
  
VIN
Vg,tail
VOUT
VDD
VSS
Rail 
Clamp
  
Figure 3.3: Input circuits with (a) DTSCR protection and (b) dual-diode protection.  Vg,tail was 
biased externally to modulate VS of the input transistor during stress. 
3.3 TLP Measurement Results 
The test circuits were subjected to TLP stress using 100 ns wide pulses with a 10 ns rise 
time.  Kelvin probes were used to measure the voltage VDUT across the device under test (DUT). 
To confirm measurement repeatability, at least three test structures were used in each 
experiment; averaged results are reported.  
The TLP I-V curve for the DTSCR protected circuit of Figure 3.3a is shown in Figure 
3.4.  The failure current was roughly 1.55 A, regardless of the applied Vg,tail. The failure current 
(a) 
(b) 
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of a standalone DTSCR under TLP stress was also roughly 1.55 A.  These identical failure 
currents, and the fact that Vg,tail had no influence on the failure level, indicate that the DTSCR 
fails before the oxide is damaged.  Therefore, the DTSCR protected the oxide within its current 
handling capability. 
 
Figure 3.4: DTSCR protected circuit (Figure 3.3a) under 100 ns TLP stress.  The DTSCR failed at 
1.55 A, before oxide failure.  VDUT is the voltage measured between pads VIN and VSS. 
The TLP I-V curve for the dual-diode protected circuit of Figure 3.3b is shown in Figure 
3.5.  As with the DTSCR protected circuit, the failure current was roughly 1.55 A.  This was true 
regardless of the applied Vg,tail.  In principle, the failure may have occurred in the input transistor, 
the top diode, the rail clamp circuit, or the bottom diode.  However, a standalone rail clamp 
passed TLP stress beyond 2.5 A, as shown in Figure 3.6, excluding it as the cause of the 1.55 A 
failure level.  During the circuit TLP stress, the bottom diode is reverse biased.  The TLP reverse 
I-V of a standalone bottom diode is shown in Figure 3.7; the device enters breakdown at about 
15 V and fails above 25 V.  When the dual-diode protected circuit failed, the reverse bias across 
the bottom diode was only approximately 5.6 V, excluding the bottom diode as the failed device.  
The TLP I-V curve of a standalone top diode is shown in Figure 3.8.  The failure current is 1.59 
A—almost identical to the failure current found during TLP stress of the input circuit.  From 
these data, we conclude that, under TLP stress, the top diode failed in the dual-diode protected 
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circuit, not the oxide.  Therefore, the dual-diodes protected the input transistor within the current 
handling capability of the top diode. 
 
Figure 3.5: Dual-diode protected circuit (Figure 3.3b) under 100 ns TLP stress.  The circuit failed at 
1.55 A—roughly the same failure current of the standalone top diode, as shown in Figure 3.8.  The 
top diode failed before the oxide was damaged. 
 
 
Figure 3.6: Standalone rail clamp under 100 ns TLP stress.  The failure point (not shown) is greater 
than 2.5 A; it was not the rail clamp that failed in the stress shown in Figure 3.5. 
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Figure 3.7: Standalone bottom diode reverse biased under 100 ns TLP stress.  The diode is 
damaged at a reverse bias of approximately 26 V, indicating that this diode does not fail for the 
input-to-VSS stress of less than 6 V (see Figure 3.5). 
 
Figure 3.8: Standalone top diode under 100 ns TLP stress.  The diode failed at 1.59 A and was the 
source of failure in the dual-diode protected circuit (see Figure 3.3b). 
TLP stress was applied to the gate terminal of a standalone transistor with VSB = 0 V; the 
measured VBD was roughly 6.1 V. From Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5, it is seen that both protection 
circuits fail before the breakdown voltage of the oxide is reached. Therefore, both the DTSCR 
and the dual-diodes can protect gate oxide against TLP stress, with its slow rise time (10 ns) and 
pulse width much larger than the protection device turn-on time.  It is reasonable to assume that 
during HBM testing, failure would occur in the protection devices, not in the oxide. 
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3.4 VF-TLP Measurement Results 
Voltage overshoot in ESD protection devices is known to occur for rise times on this 
short time scale, with the SCR overshoot being the largest [27], [38], [41].  In diodes, the 
observed transient voltage overshoot, known as forward recovery, is primarily caused by 
conductivity modulation.  Under high current injection, the majority carrier concentration can 
exceed the doping concentration, thereby reducing the diode series resistance.  However a finite 
time, on the order of the diode transit time, is required to establish the excess of carriers, so the 
series resistance is initially large [42]. Consequently, voltage overshoot occurs for high current 
pulses with rise times on the order of the diode transit time.  In an SCR, overshoot occurs due to 
the finite time required to trigger on the coupled BJT devices, thereby switching the device from 
a high to a low impedance state.  This triggering delay time is a sum of base transit times and the 
time needed to charge the BJT base-emitter junction capacitances [43]. 
VF-TLP pulses 9 ns wide with a 100 ps rise time were applied to the structures described 
in Section 3.2.  Shown in Figure 3.9 are the waveforms measured between the input and VSS of 
the dual-diode and DTSCR protected input circuits when a 50 V VF-TLP stress was applied.  To 
verify that the observed transient voltage overshoot was a characteristic of the protection devices 
rather than of the VF-TLP pulse delivery system, pulses were also applied to a diffusion resistor; 
no overshoot occurred, as shown in Figure 3.9.   
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Figure 3.9: VDUT(t) at a current of 0.82 A for the dual-diode and DTSCR protected circuits. The 
VF-TLP input pulse had trise=100 ps.  The DTSCR has larger voltage overshoot than the diode; a 
pulsed diffusion resistor has none, indicating that the observed overshoots are not a characteristic 
of the test system. 
Failure voltage may be defined as the pad voltage during the current pulse right before 
the one which causes breakdown.  Since the pad voltage is not constant during a single VF-TLP 
stress, two values of Vfail may be defined: the first is the peak voltage; the second is the voltage 
sampled toward the end of the pulse, when the voltage has reached its quasi-steady-state value. 
Both values were recorded in this work. 
The measurement results for the DTSCR protected circuit are summarized in Table 3.1.  
When Vg.tail was 1.2 V, Ifail was 0.72 A and peak Vfail was 8.2 V. This is the expected worst-case 
stress condition since the tail transistor provides a low impedance path to VSS, resulting in VS near 
0 V.  When Vg,tail was lowered to 0 V, Ifail increased to 0.9 A—a 25% improvement—and  peak 
Vfail increased by 2 V to 10.2 V.   
Table 3.1: Input circuit failure conditions under VF-TLP stress using DTSCR protection.  
Decreasing Vg,tail from 1.2 V to 0 V increased peak Vfail by 2 V and Ifail by 0.18 A. 
DTSCR Protection 
Vg,tail during VF-TLP Ifail Vfail, steady state Vfail, peak 
0 V 0.9 A 2.84 V 10.2 V 
1.2 V 0.72 A 2.69 V 8.2 V 
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The results for the dual-diode protected circuits are summarized in Table 3.2.  For the 
worst-case condition of Vg,tail = 1.2 V, Ifail was 1.31 A—significantly higher than the best-case 
Ifail of the DTSCR circuit.  For the best-case condition of Vg,tail = 0 V, Ifail increased to 1.93 A and 
peak Vfail increased from 8.2 V to 10.3 V.   
Table 3.2: Input circuit failure conditions under VF-TLP stress using dual-diode protection.  
Decreasing Vg,tail from 1.2 V to 0 V increased peak Vfail by 2.1 V and Ifail by 0.62 A.  Vfail in the 
benchmark circuit was close to that when Vg,tail was biased at 0.5 V. 
Dual-diode Protection 
Vg,tail during 
VF-TLP 
Ifail Vfail, steady state Vfail, peak 
0 V 1.93 A 5.86 V 10.3 V 
0.5 V 1.75 A 5.4 V 9.7 V 
1.2 V 1.31 A 4.41 V 8.2 V 
Biased at Vbias 
(benchmark) 
1.83 A 5.6 V 9.8 V 
 
Standalone DTSCR, diode, and rail clamp protection devices all passed VF-TLP stress 
beyond 2.3 A.  None of the input circuits had this high of a failure current, suggesting that all the 
failures reported in this section resulted from gate oxide failure in the input transistor. This was 
confirmed by post-stress electrical characterization of the ESD-protected input circuits that had 
been damaged under VF-TLP stress; all showed damage to the input transistor’s gate oxide. 
Therefore, all Vfail values reported in this section refer to oxide failure conditions, not the failure 
of the ESD protection devices.   
Figure 3.10 shows VF-TLP I-V characteristics of a dual-diode protected circuit and a 
DTSCR protected circuit. Current is plotted both as a function of steady-state voltage and peak 
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voltage. The larger voltage overshoot of the DTSCR is evident, which further highlights the 
reason why the DTSCR protected circuits fail at lower stress currents. 
 
Figure 3.10: Steady state and peak voltage VF-TLP I-V characteristics of dual-diode and DTSCR 
protected circuits. Vfail was increased in both circuits by 2 V when Vg,tail was decreased from 1.2 V to 
0 V. Oxide failure occurred at lower stress current with DTSCR protection due to larger voltage 
overshoot. 
For a given Vg,tail, peak Vfail was constant, regardless of whether dual-diode or DTSCR 
protection was used. There was no such equivalence between the steady-state Vfail values. When 
Vg,tail =1.2 V, peak Vfail was roughly 8.2 V for both the dual-diode and DTSCR protected circuits.  
When Vg,tail =0 V, peak Vfail for both circuits was roughly 10.3 V.  By decreasing Vg,tail from 1.2 
V to 0 V (and thereby increasing VS), VBD was increased by approximately 2 V for both circuits.  
The lowest measured peak Vfail of 8.2 V for the ESD protected input circuits was larger 
than the VBD of 6.5 V obtained from subjecting the gate of standalone transistors to VF-TLP 
pulses.  This is not surprising, as the voltage overshoot duration is far less than the 9 ns VF-TLP 
pulse width, and breakdown voltage is a decreasing function of stress duration.  Additionally, VSB 
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was equal to 0 V for the standalone transistors; VSB was nonzero for the input circuit, even with 
Vg,tail = 1.2 V.   
In the benchmark case (Figure 3.2), peak Vfail was comparable to that obtained when Vg,tail 
is externally biased at 0.5 V, suggesting that Vbias during the stress was close to the designed-for 
normal operating bias of 0.4 V.  Peak Vfail in the benchmark case was 1.6 V greater than that 
obtained when Vg,tail = 1.2 V and VSB is near zero. This demonstrates that traditional oxide 
monitors, in which the source is tied to the body [38], yield overly conservative estimates of the 
failure voltage for real input circuits, which have nonzero VSB. 
3.5 Bias Control Circuit 
It was established in the previous section that modulating Vg,tail during CDM-like stress 
will modulate Vfail of the input oxide and therefore Ifail.  It was shown that the best-case bias was 
Vg,tail = 0 V.  In the test circuit shown in Figure 3.11, control circuitry was used to ground the 
gate of the tail transistor during ESD to increase VBD at the input.  Control signals ESD and 
ESDB are generated within the rail clamp when it is activated by an ESD event; the active rail 
clamp schematic is shown in Figure 3.12.  During normal operating conditions, the tail transistor 
is biased by the NMOS current mirror, as in the benchmark case (see Figure 3.2).  For a positive 
stress from the input to VSS, the rail clamp is not activated in the DTSCR protected circuit; thus 
the control circuit was tested only with dual-diode protection.  
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Figure 3.11: Dual-diode protected input circuit with a control circuit to ground the gate of the tail 
transistor, thereby increasing VBD by increasing Vs. 
ESDBESD
 
Figure 3.12: Active rail clamp.  During an ESD event, signals ESD and ESDB enable the tail 
transistor control circuit which grounds the gate. 
In full chip designs, noise-mitigating, i.e. decoupling, capacitors are placed between VDD 
and VSS.  This capacitance reduces the dV/dt on the VDD rail and could affect the control circuit of 
Figure 3.11 by slowing down the control signals ESD and ESDB.  On the other hand, very large 
decoupling capacitance can suppress transient voltage overshoots, thereby reducing the stress at 
the input and relaxing the clamping requirements [44].  In order to design test structures which 
emulate a worst-case scenario, simulation was used to select a decoupling capacitance value that 
would slow the control circuitry response while still allowing for appreciable voltage overshoot.  
A 75 pF capacitor placed between VDD and VSS was found to be a challenging test case and was 
included in all the test circuits. 
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The VF-TLP results for the dual-diode protected input circuit with the bias control circuit 
are displayed in Table 3.3.  Vfail and Ifail were equal to those measured when Vg,tail = 0 V.  This 
result confirms that the control circuit succeeded in clamping Vg,tail to 0 V, thereby increasing Ifail 
and VBD relative to the benchmark case.  
Table 3.3: Input circuit failure conditions under VF-TLP stress with dual-diode protection and the 
bias control circuit in place.  The failure levels are equal to those obtained when Vg,tail was 0 V, 
indicating that the control circuit clamped Vg,tail to 0 V, thereby increasing Vfail. 
Dual-diode Protection 
Vg,tail during 
VF-TLP 
Ifail Vfail, steady 
state 
Vfail, 
peak 
Grounded 
by control 
circuit 
1.92 A 5.84 V 10.3 V 
 
In certain input circuit topologies, Vg,tail may be pulled closer to VDD during the stress 
than it was for the benchmark case in this work.  A large Vg,tail during ESD would increase the 
channel conductivity of the tail transistor and its VDS would be closer to 0 V.  In such a situation, 
the ESD bias circuit would have an even more pronounced effect than was observed in this work. 
3.6 Summary: CDM Protection at Inputs 
This work demonstrates that oxide breakdown VBD in input circuits is greatly influenced 
by the input transistor’s source potential VS.  A tail transistor connected between the input 
transistor’s source and VSS will modulate VS.  VBD, and thus Ifail, can be increased by decreasing 
Vg,tail; this increases the source-to-VSS impedance, thereby increasing VS.  Traditional oxide 
monitor devices have VS = VD = VB and thus provide overly conservative estimates of oxide VBD 
for input circuits.  A novel biasing circuit was presented which increases VBD by grounding the 
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gate of the tail transistor during an ESD event.  This circuit would be useful for input circuits in 
which Vg,tail was biased unfavorably during the stress. 
For pulse stress with trise = 100 ps, transient voltage overshoot in the STI-bound diodes 
and the DTSCR were the cause of oxide failure at the input.  The failure current at which this 
peak voltage stress damaged the oxide could be increased by decreasing Vg,tail.  The larger 
overshoot of the DTSCR resulted in a lower failure current than when using dual-diode 
protection.   
For slow-rising ESD stress (trise = 10 ns), both dual-diode and DTSCR devices protect 
oxides within their current handling capabilities.   
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CHAPTER 4: TECHNIQUES FOR INTERNAL NODE 
MONITORING 
The ability to measure the node voltages induced inside an IC during an ESD event is 
highly desirable. Such measurements allow one to observe the potential distribution within the 
chip during the discharge, thereby aiding in ESD protection design and debugging. These 
measurements are also useful for quantitatively comparing the stress generated by various ESD 
test methods, and they are also essential for verification of ESD simulation techniques.  To date, 
however, the voltages generated within an IC have generally been estimated from the failure 
signature and location, providing only a qualitative understanding. 
In this work, an on-chip voltage monitor circuit (VM) [45] is presented. The VM records 
for subsequent readout the peak voltage reached at internal nodes during ESD events.  The 
output of a VM can be probed at the wafer level or bonded to a package pin, thereby externally 
providing a reading of stress generated internally.   
This work also presents a differential voltage probing method that can be used to obtain 
real-time waveforms during CDM-like stress.  Both the VM and real-time voltage probing will 
be used in this work to compare the stress induced by wafer-level CDM test methods to package-
level FICDM stress. 
4.1 Voltage Monitor Circuit  
The voltage monitor circuit, shown schematically in Figure 4.1, records the potential 
difference between two nodes [22], [45], labeled here as Input and VSSM. When a positive 
potential difference first appears between these nodes, the diode will be forward biased, and VC 
will asymptotically approach VInput. After the ESD event is over and VInput – VSSM returns to zero, 
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the diode is reverse biased, thus preserving the capacitor charge. Node C is the input to a source 
follower buffer that is powered by an independent supply VDDM.  This buffer provides a non-
destructive readout of the voltage at node C.  Post-stress, the buffer is powered up and its output 
is read. Its input voltage can be inferred using the measured transfer characteristic of the VM, 
shown in Figure 4.2. For example, according to Figure 4.2, a VM output reading of 2 V indicates 
that a 3.2 V stress had appeared between Input and VSSM.  The buffer output saturates near VDDM, 
though VC continues to increase with the input. 
Input
VM 
output
VDDM
VSSM
C
 
Figure 4.1: Voltage monitor circuit. Charge stored on the capacitor during an ESD event can be 
subsequently read out via the source follower buffer. 
 
Figure 4.2: Input-output transfer characteristic of the VM presented in section 4.1.2. This transfer 
curve was obtained by applying a staircase voltage waveform with 8-μs-wide steps at the input of a 
standalone VM circuit.  
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4.1.1 Diode Implementation and Charge Retention  
The VM was first implemented using an N-well diode (P+ diffusion inside an N-well). 
The transfer characteristic of this VM, measured in standalone mode, agreed well with that 
expected based on pre-Si circuit simulations [22]. However, when a test chip containing several 
instances of the VM was stressed using a TLP system, the VM often malfunctioned. No VM 
readings could be obtained when using a capacitively coupled TLP (CC-TLP) system [20] to 
stress the chip.  The charge on the storage capacitor was erased by minority carrier substrate 
current, which is generated during any ESD event that forward biases N+/P-well junctions. The 
minority carriers were collected by the N-well of the VM diode, which is connected to the VM 
capacitor.  
In [23], an N-type guard ring was added around the N-well diode in an effort to collect 
substrate minority carriers and prevent capacitor erasure.  A cross section is illustrated in Figure 
4.3.  To ensure that the guard ring would be effective, it had to be biased to a higher potential 
than the N-well of the VM diode. Therefore, the guard ring was tied to the input node of the 
monitor circuit. During a positive stress at Input, the potential at this node will be higher than 
that of the N-well, which is reduced by the voltage drop across the PN junction.  
P+ N+
N-well
P-sub
P+ N+ N+ N+ N+
VSSM VM output
VDDM
Input
Guard 
ring
C
N+
 
Figure 4.3: Cross-sectional illustration of a VM that utilizes a P+/N-well diode. An N-type guard 
ring was placed around the diode to collect stray minority carrier substrate current and prevent it 
from erasing the capacitor. While the guard ring successfully prevented capacitor erasure during 
positive stress, a parasitic NPN bipolar device is formed by the diode N-well, the substrate, and the 
guard ring.  The capacitor is discharged as a negative input voltage turns the NPN device on. 
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The N-type guard rings successfully eliminated VM capacitor erasure by minority carrier 
substrate current [23], [44]. However, whenever the ESD event was one in which VInput – VSSM 
first was positive and then became negative, the charge stored on the VM capacitor was lost. 
Under negative bias, the parasitic NPN transistor (see Figure 4.3) formed by the diode N-well 
(collector), the P-type substrate (base), and the guard ring N-well (emitter) turns on and 
discharges node C.  This discharge mechanism is illustrated schematically in Figure 4.4.  
Bipolarity waveforms are generated on-chip during CDM, so even this second version of the VM 
could not be used during CDM-like testing. 
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Figure 4.4: Schematic illustration of the VM implementation depicted in Figure 4.3.  A positive 
stress between Input and VSSM positively charges the capacitor to Vstored.  A subsequent negative 
stress at Input with respect to VSSM, as illustrated in the schematic, turns on the parasitic NPN 
device, discharging the capacitor. 
4.1.2 Successful Voltage Monitor Design 
To more fully isolate node C from unwanted currents, a triple-well diode was used for the 
VM in this work [45]. A cross-sectional view is shown in Figure 4.5. The N-well is connected to 
Input to ensure that the N-well/P-substrate junction is reverse biased during positive stress, as 
illustrated schematically in Figure 4.6.  During negative stress, this junction becomes forward 
biased, but no current path is formed between the capacitor terminals. Therefore, the charge on 
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the capacitor is preserved. The parasitic PNPN between VSSM and node C is not biased on, as 
illustrated in Figure 4.7. 
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Figure 4.5: Cross-sectional illustration of the VM with its diode inside an isolated P-well. The 
storage node of the capacitor is well isolated from any current source other than the diode. 
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Figure 4.6: Schematic representation of the new VM depicted in Figure 4.5.  Under positive stress 
between Input and VSSM, the triple-well diode is forward biased and charges the capacitor.  The 
N-well / substrate junction is reverse-biased. 
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Figure 4.7: Illustration of a negative stress from Input to VSSM following a positive stress. A current 
path between the capacitor terminals is not formed, and the charge is preserved.  The circuit can 
therefore be expected to retain data under dual-polarity stress. 
This version of the VM circuit was fabricated in both a 90 nm and a 65 nm CMOS 
process. Thick oxide transistors were used for the NMOSFETs in the output buffer.  In the 90 nm 
technology, 3.3 V transistors were used; 2.5 V transistors were used in the 65 nm technology.  
Proper operation of the VM depends on the ratio of the diode size to the capacitor size. 
The combination of a large diode and a small capacitor would provide fast charge-up of node C 
but a short data retention time, due to the large diode reverse leakage current and the small 
amount of stored charge. Conversely, a small diode combined with a large capacitor would 
provide excellent data retention, but the small diode’s limited current sourcing ability will make 
it difficult to adequately charge up the capacitor on the timescale of a CDM event. The proper 
ratio of the device sizes is found using circuit simulation.  
Once the diode size to capacitor size ratio is selected, one would then like to choose small 
sizes of the individual devices while keeping the ratio fixed; this is desirable to limit the 
capacitive loading at Input.  However, if the capacitor and diode are made too small, gate 
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leakage current through the NMOS of the output buffer could dominate the reverse leakage of 
the diode and decrease the designed-for retention time. In this work, a 790 fF MIM capacitor and 
a 40 μm diode were used in the 90 nm design.  A 745 fF MIM capacitor and a 20 μm diode were 
used in the 65 nm design.  
Small dual diode protection was added from the VM output to the VM power rails, with a 
diode chain between the VM power rails; this was to protect the VM buffer from ESD damage 
when probing the output pad. This protection may not be needed for wafer-level probing, but 
would be needed if the VM output is to be bonded directly to an external package pin. 
Standalone versions of this newest VM circuit were tested. A positive pulse followed by 
a negative pulse was applied between Input and VSSM; the charge stored on the capacitor was not 
erased during the negative pulse.  This is shown in Figure 4.8 for the 90 nm design; similar 
results were obtained for the 65 nm design. This establishes that the new VM can be used during 
single-polarity stress like HBM, or bipolarity stress like CDM or CC-TLP. 
 
Figure 4.8: A short 6 V pulse is used to charge a standalone VM, and is then followed by a -5 V 
pulse. The VM output returns to its previous value after the negative pulse has ended. 
Measurements obtained using a 12 GHz oscilloscope.  This measurement was taken on the 90 nm 
design, and results are similar in the 65 nm technology. 
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4.1.3 VM Data Retention Time 
Charge stored on the MIM capacitor during an ESD event will slowly leak off afterwards. 
Because thick-oxide MOSFETs were used in the output buffer, gate leakage is very low, and 
most of the charge loss is due to leakage through the reverse-biased triple-well diode. The rate at 
which charge leaks through the diode depends on the connection at Input. To erase the capacitor, 
current must flow from the positive to the negative terminals.  In other words, current must flow 
from node C, through the reverse-biased N+/Isolated P-well junction to Input, then through the 
impedance from Input to the substrate (see Figure 4.5). In the best-case scenario, the only current 
path from Input to the substrate is through the reverse-biased junction between the deep N-well 
and the P-substrate. In the worst-case scenario, Input is connected to the substrate through a low 
impedance path, bypassing the deep N-well/P-substrate junction; leakage current is blocked by 
only the N+/Isolated P-well junction in this instance. 
To ascertain the worst-case charge retention time, the following experiment was 
conducted.  A standalone wafer-level VM was charged such that its output was at the upper end 
of the linear region of the transfer curve but below the maximum value (see Figure 4.2).  For the 
90 nm, 3.3 V output buffer, the VM was charged for a 2.9 V output; for the 65 nm, 2.5 V output 
buffer, the VM was charged for a 2.27 V output. After charging, Input was shorted to the 
substrate, and the output was measured once per minute. The results for the 90 nm VM are 
displayed in Figure 4.9. With the room lights on, the VM output decayed to 50% of its initial 
value in approximately 2.5 minutes. In total darkness (lid to the probe station closed), the VM 
output decayed 50% in approximately 12 minutes. Multiple samples were tested and showed 
negligible differences in the decay behavior. A shorter retention time in ambient light is expected 
since the reverse leakage current of the diode is an increasing function of the visible light 
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intensity.  The excellent retention time in darkness is representative of a VM within a packaged 
IC. It provides sufficient time to stress a product on an ESD tester, remove the chip, and place it 
into a test board to read out the on-chip VMs.  
 
Figure 4.9: VM charge retention time for the 90 nm design under dark and ambient light 
conditions. Input was shorted to the substrate following charge-up, providing a worst-case scenario. 
Because the reverse-bias diode current is a function of light intensity, retention time is shorter when 
the diode is exposed to ambient light.  Retention time under both lighting conditions is sufficient to 
allow a product to be ESD zapped on one machine, then moved to a test board for VM readout. 
The data retention for the 65 nm VM design is shown in Figure 4.10.  With the room 
lights on, the VM output decayed to 50% of its initial value in approximately 4 minutes.  In total 
darkness, the 50% decay point was approximately 4.5 minutes, nearly the same as in ambient 
light.  This design is less sensitive to light than the 90 nm design.  In the 65 nm design, floating 
upper-level metals were auto-filled over the VM circuit to meet density requirements.  In the 90 
nm design, metal block layers were used to prevent auto fill.  Consequently, the metal fill 
prevents light from reaching the diode in the 65 nm design and reduces its sensitivity to lighting 
conditions.  Heavy metal fill is therefore desirable if the VM is to be used at the wafer level 
where there is no packaging to block incident light. 
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Figure 4.10: VM charge retention time for the 65 nm design under dark and ambient light 
conditions.  Input was shorted to the substrate following charge-up, providing a worst-case 
scenario. The retention time is less sensitive to light than in the 90 nm design (see Figure 4.9).  This 
is because the diode in the 90 nm technology was not covered by upper-level metal layers, while the 
65 nm diode was covered with metal from the automated metal fill process.  Therefore, less light 
reaches the 65 nm diode. 
As indicated earlier, retention time should be shorter when Input is shorted to the 
substrate (as was done for Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10) than when Input is left floating.  Figure 
4.11 shows the retention time of the 65 nm VM in dark conditions with the input either floating 
or shorted to the substrate (grounded). The 50% decay point increased by approximately 4 
minutes when Input was left floating, which follows the expected trend.  Figure 4.12 shows the 
same experiment conducted with the 90 nm VM. Surprisingly, no difference is seen in the decay 
time when Input is left floating.  A possible reason is that the N-well/P-substrate junction might 
be significantly leakier than the N+/Isolated P-well junction (see Figure 4.5), so that shorting the 
former has no noticeable impact on the leakage current.  Reverse leakage measurements of these 
junctions are required to test this theory, and these structures were not available for measurement 
at the time of writing.  
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Figure 4.11: VM charge retention time for the 65 nm design under dark lighting conditions with 
Input either grounded to the substrate or floating.  As expected, retention time increases when Input 
is left floating. 
 
 
Figure 4.12: VM charge retention time for the 90 nm design under dark lighting conditions with 
Input either grounded to the substrate or floating.  Surprisingly, the connection at Input does not 
alter the decay time.  Reverse-bias junction leakage measurements are necessary to better 
understand this result. 
The leakage current that causes the VM output to decay over time is an increasing 
function of the voltage on the capacitor.  As is clearly seen in Figure 4.10, the voltage decays 
more quickly during the first few minutes than it does later, after the capacitor voltage has 
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decayed to lower levels.  The charge retention time for a VM initially charged to 1 V is shown in 
Figure 4.13.  The output decays to 50% of its initial value in approximately 6 minutes; this is 1.5 
minutes longer than the 50% decay point when charged initially to 2.27 V.  Note that the decay is 
a function of the instantaneous capacitor voltage and not the initial voltage; hence, the decay of 
the two curves is the same when the VM output values are equal, as shown in Figure 4.13.   
 
Figure 4.13: VM charge retention time for the 65 nm design when charged initially for a 1 V output 
and a 2.27 V output. Measurements were taken under dark lighting conditions and with Input 
shorted to the substrate.  The decay time is a function of the instantaneous capacitor voltage, being 
shorter for larger voltages.  The decay is a function of the instantaneous capacitor voltage and not 
the initial voltage. 
4.1.4 Time-Domain Charging Response 
For a given input voltage, the VM output is a function of applied pulse width for pulse 
durations on the ESD timescale. This time-dependence arises because the voltage across the VM 
capacitor does not instantaneously reach its steady-state value. In particular, once the potential 
across the capacitor has reached VInput – VSSM minus the on-voltage of the diode, current through 
the diode will be limited, and the capacitor will charge more slowly. Figure 4.14 shows the 
transfer characteristic of the 90 nm VM under applied pulses of various widths. The VM output 
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voltage in the linear region of the transfer curve increased by 0.44 V when the input pulse width 
was increased from 10 ns to 1 sec, with the input pulse amplitude held constant.  
 
Figure 4.14: 90 nm VM transfer characteristic for input pulses of various widths. The pulses had a 
2 ns rise and fall time and were supplied by a pulse generator. 
The capacitor voltage VC(t) can be found by setting the capacitor current equal to the 
current through the diode: 
  
      
  
        
                    
   
      (4.1) 
where C is the VM capacitance, IO is the saturation current parameter, kT/q is the diode thermal 
voltage, and m is the diode ideality factor. The solution to this non-linear first order ODE is 
easily obtained if Vapplied(t) is approximated as a step function. Assuming that VC is initially 0 V 
and neglecting the -1 term, one obtains the solution  
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Equation (4.2) predicts that the VM output voltage will be a logarithmic function of time (i.e., 
the applied pulse width). 
For a fixed input pulse amplitude of 4 V, the 90 nm VM output was measured as a 
function of pulse width. The results are plotted in Figure 4.15.  Clearly, the output is a 
logarithmic function of the input pulse width, from 1 ns to 1 s.  A factor of 10 increase in the 
pulse width results in a roughly 23 mV increase in the output voltage. 
 
Figure 4.15: 90 nm VM output voltage vs. pulse width; the input pulse magnitude was held constant 
at 4 V. The data show a very good logarithmic fit for pulse widths from 1 ns to 1 s. 
The results in this section highlight the importance of characterizing the VM using pulses 
with roughly the same duration as those expected to be generated by the applied ESD stress, be it 
CDM, HBM, or something else.  In this work, VMs located on CDM test chips will be read 
following wafer-level CDM-like stress; the closest two-pin stress that can be reproducibly 
applied to the standalone VM structures is VF-TLP with 3 ns pulse width and 200 ps rise time.  
Transfer curves for both technologies under this type of stress are shown in Figure 4.16.   The 
linear region of the 90 nm transfer curve is well approximated by  
y = 0.0229ln(x) + 2.7244 
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                      (4.3) 
where VMout and VMin are the VM output and input voltages, respectively.  For the 65 nm design, 
the linear region of the transfer curve can be approximated by 
                     . (4.4)  
These models will be used in later sections of this work. 
 
Figure 4.16: VM transfer curves for both VM designs using 3 ns wide VF-TLP pulses with a 200 ps 
rise time.  Because this type of input most closely resembles the wafer-level CDM stress that will be 
ultimately applied to the devices, the input-output characteristics from these plots will be used to 
interpret VM measurements. 
4.1.5 Voltage Monitor Impact on FICDM Stress 
The capacitance of the VMs could potentially alter the stress at the node where they are 
inserted, particularly at high-impedance nodes.  For example, consider the insertion of a VM at 
the receiver in a cross-domain circuit, as illustrated in Figure 4.17. The VM may alter the stress 
developed at the receiver in the VDD2 domain. 
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Figure 4.17: Illustration of a voltage monitor inserted at the receiver of a cross-domain circuit.  The 
VM measures the peak voltage developed at the gate of the NMOS in the receiver, with respect to 
VSS2. 
To investigate the impact of VM insertion, copies of two internal cross-domain circuits 
both with and without a VM inserted at the receiver were included on a 90 nm test chip 
(described more fully in Chapter 5). In one cross-domain circuit, the PMOS in the driver was ten 
times wider than the other. The chips were packaged into 100 pin QFP packages and stressed at 
both polarities at 1000 V precharge on a commercial field-induced CDM (FICDM) tester.  Stress 
was applied to only one group of pins, and three chips were stressed for each pin group. 
The FICDM-induced failures are summarized in Table 4.1.  Only those pin groups that 
generated failures at the domain crossing circuits are shown. For the worst-case pin group VSS2, 
failures were identical whether or not a VM was present. For the other two pin groups, the 
presence of a VM reduced the number of failures.  In no case did the presence of a VM increase 
the number of failures relative to the absence of a VM.  These data suggest that the VM as sized 
in this work somewhat reduces the stress at these crossing circuits. There are two possible causes 
of this clamping effect by the VM.  One is that the VM adds a capacitive load at the node where 
it is inserted, which could dampen transient voltages.  It is also possible that the added N-well/P-
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substrate junction between Input and VSS2 (see Figure 4.5) is acting as local diode protection at 
the receiver.   
Table 4.1: Summary of FICDM-induced failures at cross-domain circuits both with and without a 
VM inserted at the receiver. Three chips were tested for each pin group. Only those pin groups 
generating failures at the crossing circuits are shown. 
 
Zap Pad  (# of fails out of 3 chips) 
  VSS2 VDD1 External I/O 
Crossing Circuit No VM With VM No VM With VM No VM With VM 
Small TX PMOS 2 2 0 0 0 0 
Large TX PMOS 3 3 3 1 2 0 
 
The VMs used in this work contained larger than necessary diodes and capacitors. At the 
time of design, information regarding the tunneling current through the thick oxide MOSFETs in 
the VM buffer was not available. Consequently, the diode and capacitor sizes were kept 
pessimistically large for the chosen ratio, as prescribed in Section 4.1.2. Because the tunneling 
current through the thick oxide devices is quite low, the VM diode and capacitor could have been 
made much smaller. Furthermore, the VM buffer was designed to be capable of adequately 
driving a 50 Ω output load, e.g., an RF probe. In practice, a 2.5 kΩ probe was used to read the 
VM output, so the buffer could have been sized much smaller. Simulation shows that the gate 
oxide area at the buffer input could be reduced by at least a factor of 10 and the buffer could still 
adequately drive a 2.5 kΩ probe. This area reduction would decrease the oxide tunneling current 
by the same factor, so the VM diode and capacitor could have been made at least 10 times 
smaller than presented here.  If capacitive loading caused the clamping effect observed in Table 
4.1, then a smaller VM should have less of an impact on the failure rate where it is inserted.  The 
design of a VM with reduced loading will be discussed in Section 6.1. 
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4.2 Real-Time Probing 
While the voltage monitor circuit is very useful for measuring the peak voltage generated 
at a given node during ESD stress, it does not provide a time-domain representation of the stress 
at that node.  Furthermore, the VM only records positive voltages that appear across its 
terminals, not negative.  
A largely unexplored benefit of wafer-level CDM is the access it provides for real-time 
probing of internal nodes, thanks to the absence of IC packaging.  Such measurements allow one 
to observe the time-domain current and potential distributions within the chip during the 
discharge. This work presents a differential voltage probing method that can be used to obtain 
real-time waveforms during CDM-like stress.  
4.2.1 RF Probes as Differential Voltage Probes 
By design, large electric fields are generated during CDM-like stress.  These electric 
fields induce noise on nearby voltage probes, making real-time voltage probing very challenging 
[22].   
It has been suggested that a signal-ground (SG) RF probe could be used as a differential 
voltage probe during a CDM event [22], [46].  RF probes use coaxial cables to transmit signals.  
Due to the proximity of the two conductors, any signal coupled to the outer conductor is likely to 
be also coupled to the inner conductor, and the resulting common-mode noise will be rejected. In 
contrast, when using a pair of single-ended probes to take a differential measurement, the noise 
induced on each of the probes will not be the same; the cables and probe tips of the two probes 
are in different physical locations and will couple differently to the noise source, resulting in 
differential noise which will not be canceled [22]. 
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It is important that the G pin of the RF probe does not introduce a new path to the system 
ground, thereby altering the flow of current during the stress. It was hypothesized that during the 
rapid CDM event, the G pin would be effectively isolated from the system ground of the 
oscilloscope [46].  This should be the case provided that the time of flight of a round-trip 
common-mode signal between the RF probe and the oscilloscope is longer than the pulse 
duration [33]. 
An experiment was conducted to verify isolation between the AC grounds [24]. An RF 
probe was used to force a VF-TLP pulse across a diode-triggered silicon-controlled rectifier 
(DTSCR), and another RF probe was used to measure the DUT voltage. In the standard 
orientation, the force and sense signal pins appear directly across from each other, as shown in 
Figure 4.18.  In the reverse orientation, the sense probe polarity is reversed; if the ground pin of 
the sense probe is truly connected to ground during the VF-TLP pulse, the forced voltage will be 
shorted to ground, resulting in zero DUT voltage. However, if the sense probe is AC-isolated 
from the system ground, the magnitude of the resulting measurement should be essentially 
identical to that of the standard orientation. 
 
Figure 4.18: RF probe orientations for AC ground isolation test. If the G pin of the sense probe is 
truly AC-isolated, then the magnitude of the waveform measured using the reverse orientation will 
be identical to that from the standard orientation.  If the potential of the G pin of the sense probe is 
at ground, the DUT will be shorted. 
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The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 4.19.  The magnitudes of the two 
waveforms are nearly identical, indicating that the RF sense probe is AC-isolated from the 
system ground and effectively performs a differential voltage measurement on the VF-TLP 
timescale. The 50 Ω probe impedance appears in parallel with that of the device being probed. 
The on-state impedance of an ESD device, such as the DTSCR, is significantly less than that of 
the probe. Therefore, the probe will negligibly impact the apparent impedance of biased-on ESD 
devices in parallel with it. 
 
Figure 4.19: Voltage measurements across a DTSCR during a VF-TLP stress using standard and 
reverse orientations of force and sense RF probes. 
4.2.2 Impact of Probing on Current Flow  
Based on the preceding analysis, one would think that a SG (or GS) RF probe could be 
used to non-invasively probe the voltage generated at nodes internal to an IC during wafer-level 
CDM-like stress. The preceding analysis certainly indicates that this is true for VF-TLP 
measurements. However, it must also be verified that SG probing is non-invasive during single-
pin wafer-level testing (e.g., CC-TLP).  
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To verify that the presence of a GS probe does not significantly alter current flow during 
CC-TLP, an experiment was conducted [45]. A CDM test chip designed in a 90 nm technology 
(described more fully in Chapter 5) was stressed using the modified CC-TLP described in 
Section 2.1.2.  The test chip had two power domains within the core, and anti-parallel diodes 
(APD) were placed in the pad ring between VSS1 and VSS2 (see Figure 4.17).  A voltage monitor 
circuit was embedded at the receiver of a cross-power-domain circuit to measure the gate-to-
source voltage Vgs developed across the NMOS during the stress.  Negative 4.4 A CC-TLP zaps 
were applied to VDD1.  Immediately following each zap, the VM was read.  During some of the 
zaps, a GS RF probe was used to probe across the APD in the pad ring between VSS2 and VSS1. 
The insertion of this GS probe caused a significant reduction in the voltage stress at the cross-
domain receiver, as evidenced by the data shown in Figure 4.20. Placing only the G pin of the 
RF probe on the VSS2 probe pad similarly reduced the stress, while placing only the S pin on the 
VSS1 probe pad had negligible effect.  
 
Figure 4.20: A VM is used to monitor stress at cross-domain receivers, both with and without 
voltage probes inserted across the anti-parallel ESD diodes between VSS buses. Negative CC-TLP 
stress is applied at VDD1 (negative current flow to VDD1). Coupling to the G pin injects charge at the 
probe pad and alters current flow within the chip. 
The field plate of the CC-TLP tester sits below the chip, and a VF-TLP pulse is applied to 
the plate [24]. The RF probe is positioned above the chip, so the SMA coaxial cable that 
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connects the RF probe to the oscilloscope is in close proximity to the field plate. During CC-
TLP, the capacitance between the field plate and the shield is charged, then discharged – the 
result of charge transfer between the chip and the shield at the G pin probe point. The S pin of 
the RF probe is connected to the shielded center conductor of the coaxial cable, and it therefore 
does not couple strongly to the field plate.   
A GS probe can still be used during wafer-level CDM if the system ground pin and the G 
pin share the zapped on-die terminal.  This ensures that current injected by the G pin be sent to 
system ground and not through the device.  However, this requirement significantly limits the 
measurements that can be performed.  
4.2.3 GSSG Probe for Differential Probing 
A GSSG RF probe is a better candidate for differential real-time probing during CC-TLP. 
Such a probe utilizes two separate signal lines, each routed through a separate coaxial cable with 
the shields of each shorted together within the probe tip encasing. The two S pins are therefore 
shielded and should not couple significantly to the field plate or generate unintended current 
flow. The G pins could be left floating, using the two S pins as a 100 Ω differential probe (50 Ω 
to ground for each line).  
To verify that correct signal propagation can be achieved in this unconventional 
application of a GSSG probe, the VF-TLP DTSCR experiment in Section 4.2.1 was repeated 
using a GSSG probe [47]. The probe configuration is depicted in Figure 4.21, and the 
measurements are shown in Figure 4.22. The two measurements are essentially the same, 
indicating that correct signal propagation is achieved even with the G pins of the GSSG probe 
floating. The larger 100 Ω impedance between the two S probes actually decreases the impact of 
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probing on the voltage being measured. In Figure 4.22, this is particularly noticeable on the sub-
ns timescale, during which the DTSCR has not finished transitioning from the high impedance 
(blocking) state to the low impedance (on) state; a slightly higher voltage overshoot is measured 
by the GSSG probe relative to the SG sense probe. 
 
Figure 4.21: Standard SG RF sense probe configuration compared with using the two S pins of a 
GSSG probe as the sense probe. 
 
Figure 4.22: Voltage measurements across a DTSCR during a VF-TLP stress using either a SG or a 
GSSG sense RF probes. Using the two S pins of the GSSG probe to sense the voltage yields 
essentially the same measurement as the SG sense probe. The larger 100 Ω impedance between the 
two S probes actually decreases the impact of probing on the voltage overshoot, resulting in a larger 
peak voltage as the DTSCR switches from high impedance to low. 
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Because the G pins do not contact probe pads, they will not inject stress-altering charge. 
Indeed, placing this probe across the pad ring APD at VSS1-VSS2 and across the power clamp at 
VDD1-VSS1 (see Figure 4.17) caused no significant change in VM output, as shown in Figure 4.23.   
 
Figure 4.23: The two S pins of a GSSG probe placed across VSS1-VSS2 and VDD1-VSS1 negligibly 
impact current flow during a negative VDD1 CC-TLP zap. 
A GSSG probe is not without its own problems. The final voltage waveform is obtained 
by subtracting the signal measured on the two oscilloscope channels connected to the S pins. The 
coupling of the shield to the field plate during wafer-level CDM events can result in a large 
common mode voltage on the signal lines and reduce the resolution of the measurements. These 
challenges also highlight the significant advantage of the VM circuit over the use of probes to 
obtain readings at internal nodes. 
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CHAPTER 5: COMPARISON OF FICDM AND WAFER-LEVEL 
TEST METHODS 
In this chapter, real-time probing, voltage monitor circuits, and CDM-induced functional 
failures are used to compare stress generated by wafer-level CDM and FICDM testers.  First, the 
test chips used in this work are described.  Next, WCDM, WCDM2, CC-TLP, and VF-TLP 
testers are compared with each other.  Finally, the wafer-level testers are compared with FICDM. 
5.1 Test Chip Descriptions 
One test chip containing standalone diode test structures and two full CDM test chips 
were used to facilitate the comparison of wafer-level CDM and FICDM stress.  One of the CDM 
test chips was fabricated in a 65 nm technology.  The other two were fabricated in a 90 nm 
technology.  Each is described in this section. 
5.1.1 90 nm Test Chip with Standalone Diodes 
A 90 nm test chip containing various standalone diode structures [48] was used in this 
work.  The structures used were STI-bound N+/P-well stripe diodes in a P-type substrate.  The 
diodes each contain four N+ stripes interdigitated with five P+ stripes, spaced as closely together 
as allowed by the design rules.  In every instance, the length of these stripes (the largest 
dimension) was 7.5 μm, and the width of the P+ stripes was 1 μm.  The width of the N+ stripes 
was varied among the structures, with values of 0.25, 0.5, 1, and 2 μm.  Consequently, while the 
effective perimeter of the diodes was roughly equal, the N+ area of each diode was 7.5, 15, 30, 
and 60 μm2, respectively.  These structures were used to study current flow during CC-TLP and 
VF-TLP stress, as will be explained in Section 5.3.1. 
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5.1.2 90 nm CDM Test Chip 
The first CDM test chip used in this work, explained in greater detail in [49], was 
fabricated in a 90 nm CMOS process with a substrate resistivity of 20 Ω-cm.  The 2 mm by 4 
mm chip contains a pad ring comprised of 64 I/O and power pads.  Several of the dies were 
assembled in a 100 pin QFP package to allow for FICDM stressing, and others were left 
unpackaged for wafer-level stressing. The QFP was 20 mm by 16 mm and was 2.85 mm thick.  
The chip is partitioned into five power domains, as illustrated in Figure 5.1.  There are 
two separate 2.5 V power domains for the digital I/O circuits, labeled VDDIO1 and VDDIO2.  Signals 
from the I/O circuits are passed into the 1 V power domains containing the core logic, labeled 
VDD1 and VDD2.  The interface circuits between the VDD1 and VDD2 domains consist of inverters 
with 1 V (thin oxide) transistors; this is a potential site for CDM damage [12], [13]. There is also 
a separate power domain for analog circuits, VDDA. This domain contains high-speed I/Os 
(designed for multi Gb/s) that utilized 1 V transistors. These are more vulnerable to CDM 
damage than the thick oxide digital I/Os, so these will be most relevant for this study. The inputs 
were protected with either primary dual diode or DTSCR protection, as listed in Table 5.1.  
Logic is included to help differentiate between damage at an external input, external output, 
inter-die I/O, or power domain-crossing circuit. 
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Figure 5.1: Illustration of the power domain partitioning for the 90 nm CDM test chip. 
 
Table 5.1: ESD protection at the pertinent high-speed inputs of the 90 nm test chip. The effective 
width of the protection is listed in parenthesis. 
Input # 
Primary 
protection 
Series 
resistor 
Secondary  
protection 
1 
Dual diode 
(120μm) 
-- -- 
2 DTSCR (50μm) -- -- 
The power and ground ESD protection scheme for the test chip is shown in Figure 5.2.  
All domains have independent power and ground buses, with the ground buses being connected 
through anti-parallel diodes (APDs).  Rail clamps and reverse diodes were also placed in each 
domain and across adjacent domains (e.g. from VDD1 to VSSIO2).   
 
Figure 5.2: ESD protection scheme for the 90 nm CDM test chip.  Rectangles indicate rail clamps 
with parallel reverse diodes.  Arrows indicate ESD diode placement. 
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Probe pads were placed across the APDs in the pad ring. The voltage drop across an APD 
gives an indication of the magnitude and direction of current flow through one branch of the 
ESD network. An RF probe may be used to measure the potential difference across a set of 
APDs.  Voltage measurements may also made between pairs of bond pads in the pad ring. 
Several cross-domain circuit variations were implemented on this chip.  Those pertinent 
to this work are summarized in Table 5.2.  The path variations are illustrated in Figure 5.3.  All 
of the cross-domain circuits were in close physical proximity, and the power and ground bus 
routing lengths were kept constant (with the exception of path 5); differences in either location or 
bus routing could alter the stress and prohibit direct comparison between the various paths. Paths 
3 through 6 are identically sized cross-domain circuits. The receiver in path 3 is protected by a 
GGNMOS/GGPMOS pair, while path 4 has small anti-parallel diodes (APD) between VSS1 and 
VSS2 in local proximity to the transceiver. The bus routing to path 5 was designed to be long and 
more resistive than the other paths and has no local protection. Path 6 is a control case. In paths 1 
and 2, the size of the PMOS in the driver was varied.  Path 1 contained a driver PMOS of size 
0.4*W/L, where W/L was the size of the PMOS in paths 3 through 6.  Path 2 contained a driver 
PMOS of size 4*W/L.  In every case, the size of the PMOS in the receiver was 0.1*W/L.   
Table 5.2: Summary of the pertinent internal I/Os included on the 90 nm CDM test chip.  Copies of 
some paths were instantiated with local RF probe pads on VSS1-VSS2 and/or a VM at the RX. 
Path # 
PMOS size 
in TX 
Local protection 
Supply bus 
routing 
Copy 
with VM 
Copy with 
local VSS1-VSS2 
probe pads 
1 0.4 ∙ WP/L --  Yes -- 
2 4 ∙ WP/L --  Yes -- 
3 WP/L GGNMOS/GGPMOS  Yes -- 
4 WP/L APD  Yes Yes 
5 WP/L -- Long (resistive) -- Yes 
6 WP/L -- (control)  -- Yes 
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Figure 5.3: Illustration of the cross-domain circuit variations on the 90 nm CDM test chip. Local 
APD or local clamps, shown by dotted lines, were used in some cases. The TX PMOS size is also 
variable, as is the bus routing resistance.  A VM is inserted at some RX inputs to measure VGS of the 
NMOS.  In other instances, RF probe pads on VSS1 and VSS2 are placed near the TX/RX. The 
resistors shown represent parasitic bus routing impedances. 
Copies of paths 4, 5, and 6 were instantiated with RF probe pads placed on the VSS1 and 
VSS2 lines in the circuit core near the internal I/Os (see Figure 5.3).  As discussed in Section 
1.2.2, the voltage drop between VSS1 and VSS2 contributes to VGS of the receiver NMOS and 
should therefore be minimized [12]. The probe pads allow for real-time measurement of this 
local potential difference to determine the impact of local APD and resistive bus routing on the 
VSS1-VSS2 voltage drop. 
Voltage monitor circuits were placed on copies of paths 1 through 4, as indicated in Table 
5.2. The VM circuits were positioned as in Figure 5.3 to record the peak VGS developed at the 
receiver NMOS.  The power and output of the VMs were not bonded to external package pins on 
this chip and can therefore only be used for die-level stress.  Following ESD stress, wafer probes 
can be used to power up VDDM and read out the VMs.  
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It is well known that the IC package significantly impacts the stress within the chip 
during FICDM, yet quantitative comparisons of measurements from packaged and unpackaged 
parts have heretofore not been obtained. To this end, the packaging house chemically removed 
the top portion of the encapsulation on several of the unstressed packaged parts, as shown in 
Figure 5.4.  These opened packages allow access to the internal probe pads in order to obtain 
real-time voltage measurements during, say, CC-TLP stress of the parts.  This will be further 
discussed in Section 5.4.1. 
 
Figure 5.4: The CDM test chip in a QFP package with part of the encapsulation removed to expose 
the die for probing.  In this picture, the chip sits in “live bug” position on the plastic-coated copper 
field plate of the CC-TLP. 
5.1.3 65 nm CDM Test Chip 
The second CDM test chip used in this work [50] was designed in a 65-nm low power 
CMOS process.  The die size was 2 mm x 2 mm.  Several of the dies were packaged in a 7 mm x 
7 mm BGA package with 144 balls; of these, 77 balls were bonded to the die using wire bonds to 
the package substrate.  The chip is partitioned into two power 1.2 V power domains, VDD1 and 
VDD2, as illustrated in Figure 5.5.  The input circuits reside in the VDD1 domain, and signals are 
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passed to the outputs which reside in the VDD2 domain.  The circuit design is targeted for a multi-
Gb/s data rate on each signal path; to this end, the driver circuit is a high-speed 50 Ω transmitter 
and the receiver is a high-speed amplifier, both built using thin oxide transistors.  As with the 90 
nm test chip, the VDD1 – VDD2 cross-domain signal paths are a potential site for CDM damage, as 
are the external inputs and outputs.  Logic is included to help differentiate between damage at an 
external input, external output, inter-die I/O, or power domain-crossing circuit. 
VDD1 Domain
VDD2 Domain
 
Figure 5.5: Illustration of the power domain partitioning for the 65 nm CDM test chip.  The 
external inputs reside in the VDD1 domain, while the external outputs are in the VDD2 domain. 
Four different protection schemes were used to protect the thin gate oxide inputs.  These 
are described in Table 5.3.  Two of the inputs are protected by STI-bound dual diodes, and one 
of these also has secondary dual diode protection.  Identically-sized poly-bound diodes were also 
used for primary protection, as was a DTSCR; secondary STI-bound dual diodes were included 
in both of these instances.  Whenever secondary protection was used, a 25 Ω resistor was placed 
in the signal path between the primary and secondary protection.   
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Table 5.3: ESD protection at the external inputs of the 65 nm test chip.  The effective width of the 
protection is listed in parenthesis.  For dual diode protection, the bottom diode width is listed first. 
Input# Primary protection Series resistor Secondary  protection 
1 Dual diode (200/300μm) 25 Ω Dual diode (25μm) 
2 DTSCR (50μm) 25 Ω Dual diode (25μm) 
3 Poly-bound diodes (200/300μm) 25 Ω Dual diode (25μm) 
4 Dual diode (200/300μm) -- -- 
 
The chip has two power domains, between which are domain-crossing circuits with seven 
different protection schemes.  These are illustrated in Figure 5.6 and are described in Table 5.4.  
The “control case” domain-crossing circuit (#1) does not have local ESD protection.  Path 2 has 
a pass gate inserted between the driver and receiver; the pass gate impedance might reduce the 
CDM stress at the receiver input.  Three of the other domain-crossing circuits (#3, 4, 5) contain 
dual diodes of different sizes at the receiver input, and path 5 also has a series resistor between 
the driver output and the receiver.  Two of the domain-crossing circuits (#6, 7) have APD (anti-
parallel diodes) inserted between the local VSS buses to augment the APD in the pad ring; one of 
these domain-crossing circuits (#7) has extra decoupling capacitance placed in close proximity, 
as this was predicted to benefit the CDM reliability [44]. 
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Figure 5.6: Illustration of the cross-domain circuit variations on the 65 nm CDM test chip. Local 
dual diode protection of different sizes was included in some instances.  The impedance of the signal 
line was increased in two cases by adding either a pass gate or 25 Ω in series. Local APD was also 
included in two cases, with local decoupling capacitance added in one of these instances. A VM is 
inserted at the RX input of a duplicate of the control case to measure VGS of the NMOS.  The 
resistors shown represent parasitic bus routing impedances. 
Table 5.4: Circuit variations at the domain-crossing interface in the 65 nm test chip.  The effective 
width of the protection is listed in parenthesis. For dual diode protection, the bottom diode width is 
listed first. The pass gate descriptor is NMOS/PMOS width.   
Path # Local protection  Series impedance Z VM 
1  -- (control case) -- -- 
1-VM -- -- Yes 
2 -- Pass gate (2.5/5μm) -- 
3 Dual diode (6.5/12.5μm) -- -- 
4 Dual diode (25μm) -- -- 
5 Dual diode (25μm) 25Ω -- 
6 APD (25μm) -- -- 
7 APD (25μm)  + 30pF decap at TX and RX -- -- 
 
5.2 Description of Experimental Setup 
The CC-TLP, WCDM, and WCDM2 testers used in this chapter are those described in 
Chapter 2.  VF-TLP measurements were obtained using either a modification of the tester in [18] 
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or a VF-TLP built by High Power Pulse Instruments (HPPI).  The FICDM testers used were 
commercial testers calibrated to the JEDEC standard [5].  Current measurements from each of 
these testers were obtained using an oscilloscope with a bandwidth of at least 8 GHz.  
Unfortunately, when the packaged 90 nm CDM test chips were stressed on the FICDM tester, the 
peak currents were not recorded.  However, the precharge voltage for each zap was noted, and 
the corresponding current was estimated from simulations utilizing detailed models of the tester 
and the device packaging [44].   
Current waveforms from each of the single-pin testers are shown in Figure 5.7.  The 
pulse width tw and rise time trise of each of the stresses are the same order of magnitude.  Trise of 
both WCDM and WCDM2 was approximately 250 ps, while trise of CC-TLP was approximately 
200 ps.  When using FICDM to stress the 65 nm BGA, trise was approximately 50 ps; this is 
faster than the other testers, and the implications will be discussed further in Section 5.5.  Tw at 
50% of the peak current for both FICDM and CC-TLP was approximately 300 ps. Tw was 
approximately 800 ps for WCDM and approximately 1.1 ns for WCDM2.  As will be shown 
later, the smaller tw of CC-TLP and FICDM did not result in significantly different stress than 
that caused by the wider WCDM and WCDM2 pulses.  The VF-TLP pulses used had trise = 200 
ps and tw = 1.3 ns unless otherwise indicated. Unless otherwise indicated, the DUT was stressed 
three times using both polarities for each tester at the indicated current level.  The second, 
opposite-polarity stress generated during a single CC-TLP zap is clearly of smaller magnitude 
than the first (see Figure 5.7); this is because the pulse falling edge is somewhat slower than the 
rising edge.  To ensure that both polarities were stressed with an equal magnitude, CC-TLP 
stresses were also performed for precharge voltages of both polarities. 
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Figure 5.7: Current waveforms from the WCDM, WCDM2, CC-TLP, and FICDM testers. 
The WCDM2 tester relies on coupling between a wafer and the tester field plate 
suspended over it to generate the stress current. To increase coupling to the individually-cut dies 
used in this work, the dies to be stressed using WCDM2 were glued to a one foot square copper 
board using conductive epoxy. The native oxide on the back of each die was scratched off using 
a diamond scribe pen to ensure conductivity between the copper and the die. 
In this chapter, positive current stress by any of the single-pin testers will denote current 
flow from the chip to the system ground via the stressed pad. Negative current stress denotes 
current flow from the system ground to the chip.  In other words, positive current stress indicates 
a positive precharge voltage Vpre for FICDM and CC-TLP, and negative Vpre for WCDM and 
WCDM2. 
The measurements presented in this chapter are either the average or representative of 
those obtained on at least three dies for each data point, unless otherwise indicated. 
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5.3 Comparison of Wafer-Level Test Methods 
In this section, the stresses generated by VF-TLP, CC-TLP, WCDM, and WCDM2 are 
compared with each other.  This is accomplished using measurements obtained from real-time 
probing of standalone devices as well as the 90 nm CDM test chip [47]. Voltage monitor 
measurements from the two CDM test chips following wafer-level stress are also compared. 
5.3.1 Standalone Device Probing: VF-TLP vs. CC-TLP 
A standalone STI-bound N+/P-well diode in a P-type substrate was stressed using die-
level CC-TLP. The N+ contact of the diode was grounded, and a high impedance RF probe was 
used to obtain a transient voltage measurement across the device. The measurement setup is 
depicted in Figure 5.8.  The potential difference between the N+ and P+ contacts was measured 
along with the discharge current out of the N+ contact.  The RF probe used to measure the 
differential voltage had a series impedance of 2.5 kΩ and a bandwidth of 7 GHz.  This 
impedance was to ensure the probe did not significantly alter the apparent impedance of the 
diode when reverse-biased (high impedance state). 
 
Figure 5.8: Illustration of a CC-TLP stress of a standalone N+/P-well diode.  A high-impedance SG 
probe is used to measure in real time the potential developed across the diode terminals. 
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The measurement results are shown in Figure 5.9.  On the pulse rising edge, the diode is 
forward biased, as indicated by the clamped voltage during the first 9 ns of the waveform.  The 
backside of the die is coupled to the field plate; hence, displacement current flows from the (P-
type) substrate to the grounded N+ diffusion on the pulse rising edge, which forward biases the 
P-well/N+ junction.  On the pulse falling edge, the stress polarity is reversed and the diode is 
clearly reverse biased.  The increased resistance of the discharge path results in a lower peak 
current and a slow discharge of the DUT capacitance.   
 
Figure 5.9: Current and voltage measurements during CC-TLP stress of a standalone N+/Psub 
diode.   
The above experiment highlights that current flow during the CC-TLP stress is between 
the substrate and the zapped pin. In contrast, ESD diode characterization is usually performed by 
forcing current from the P-well contact to the N+ contact; in that case, current flow remains near 
the surface.  The current path is obviously different in the two cases.  
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To study the effect of the current path on device performance, the standalone N+/P-well 
stripe diodes described in Section 5.1.1 were stressed using two methods.  The first method was 
to stress the diodes with VF-TLP pulses (trise = 200 ps, twidth = 2.75ns) applied between the N+ 
and P-well contact pads on the surface of the chip, as illustrated in Figure 5.10.  I-V data were 
obtained using TDT methods [19]; the on-resistance (Ron) was extracted from the resulting I-V 
curve.  The second method was to stress the device using CC-TLP by grounding the N+ pad 
while a positive voltage pulse was applied to the field plate beneath the chip.  The transient 
current was measured with a current probe, and the voltage between the N+ and P-well contacts 
was measured with a 50 Ω RF probe (as in Figure 5.8, without the 2.5 kΩ impedance); the 
forward-bias portions of the waveforms are shown in Figure 5.11.  By plotting the current at any 
time point as a function of the instantaneous voltage, an I-V curve can be generated [51], as 
shown in Figure 5.12.  From this “transient” I-V curve, Ron of the diode can be extracted.  It has 
been shown that the Ron extracted from such a transient I-V is not distorted by transient effects 
during the decay of the current pulse [51], [52].   
 
Figure 5.10: Illustration of a VF-TLP pulse stress to a standalone N+/P-well diode.  A GS RF probe 
is used to measure the voltage across the device terminals. 
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Figure 5.11: Forward-bias current and voltage measured during CC-TLP stress of a N+/P-well 
diode.   
 
Figure 5.12: I-V curve constructed from transient measurements during CC-TLP stress of a 
standalone N+/P-well diode.   
The on-resistance of N+/P-well ESD diodes was extracted from both VF-TLP and CC-
TLP measurement data; the results for devices with varying N+ diffusion area are summarized in 
Figure 5.13.  In both test setups, the resistance was measured between the N+ and P-well 
contacts.  In every case, the device Ron during CC-TLP stress is roughly half that during the VF-
TLP stress. 
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Figure 5.13: On-resistance of N+/P-well diodes during VF-TLP and CC-TLP stress.  The resistance 
is measured between the N+ and P-well contacts in both test setups. The PN junction area is varied 
by changing the length of the N+ stripes. 
The difference in Ron can be attributed to two differences between the tests.  First, in the 
case of VF-TLP, all of the diode current flows through both the N+ and P-well contacts.  In 
contrast, during CC-TLP no significant current flows through the P-well contact, reducing the 
total series resistance.  The second difference is that the current is distributed differently across 
the junction in the two cases.  During VF-TLP, current flows from the P+ contacts in the P-well 
down around the STI and to the corners of the N+ diffusion.  During CC-TLP, current flows 
from the bottom of the chip up through the bottom junction of the N+ diffusion.  The current 
densities and the junction properties are different in the two cases. 
To verify that these results are not an artifact of the tester design, e.g., due to system 
parasitics, the same diodes were stressed using a TLP system (trise = 10 ns, twidth = 100 ns).  The 
N+ contact was grounded and the pulses were applied either to the P+ contact (standard TLP) or 
to the chuck upon which the chip rested (backside TLP).  This is illustrated in Figure 5.14.  In the 
latter case, the native oxide on the chip backside was scratched away so as to ensure electrical 
conductivity between the chuck and the substrate.  In both cases, the voltage was measured 
between the P-well and N+ contacts using Kelvin probes.  The I-V curves for the two cases are 
shown in Figure 5.15.   The on-resistance of the diode when stressed from the backside is clearly 
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lower than that during topside application of the stress, consistent with the CC-TLP and VF-TLP 
measurement results.   
 
Figure 5.14: Illustration of regular TLP and backside TLP test setups for stressing a standalone 
N+/P-well diode.  Two high-impedance single-ended Kelvin probes are used to measure the 
potential developed across the diode terminals. 
 
Figure 5.15: TLP I-V curves of N+/P-well diodes with the stress applied either to the P+ contact 
(“regular” case) or the backside of the P-type substrate.  Pulses to the backside result in a lower on-
resistance and therefore a lower clamping voltage.  Failure point (It2) is not shown. 
It is significant that the on-resistance of these ESD devices differs depending on the path 
taken by the stress current.  A diode protecting a gate oxide would clamp to a lower voltage 
across its two terminals and offer better protection when the current flows from the substrate to 
the surface (CC-TLP) than would the same diode when the current originates and terminates at 
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the surface (VF-TLP).  These results can also be extended to packaged devices on FICDM.  
Charge stored on the die attach paddle of the lead frame must make its way to the zap pin by way 
of the substrate; the backside current stress applies in this case.  Charge stored on bond wires and 
package pins will enter/exit the die at bond pads, as in the case of topside current stress.  Hence, 
FICDM stress can be thought of as a combination of current originating at both the surface and 
the substrate, the ratio being dependent upon package dimensions. 
5.3.2 Real-Time Probing of CDM Test Chip: WCDM vs. CC-TLP 
To compare full-chip current flow during WCDM and CC-TLP, unpackaged 90 nm CDM 
test chips were stressed on both testers at 1 A. The real-time voltage across APDs in the pad ring 
was measured.  Examples of the measured waveforms for the CC-TLP and WCDM stresses are 
shown in Figure 5.16 and Figure 5.17, respectively.  The results are summarized in Table 5.5.  
The magnitudes of the measured voltages are nearly identical, indicating that the induced stress 
throughout the chip is similar for both testers.  
 
Figure 5.16: Example voltage measurement across an APD between two VSS bus probe pads 
during a CC-TLP stress of the test chip.    
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Figure 5.17: Example voltage measurement across an APD between two VSS bus probe pads 
during a WCDM stress of the test chip.    
Table 5.5: Summary of real-time voltage measurements across APDs in the pad ring of the bare-die 
CDM test chip under WCDM and CC-TLP stress of 1 A.  The nearly identical voltage magnitudes 
indicate that current flow is similar for the two testers. 
 
WCDM:  CC-TLP:  
Pads measured Zap pin |Vmeas (V)| |Vmeas (V)| 
VSS1-VSSIO1  VSS1  3.3  3.35  
VSS1-VSSIO1  VSSIO1  4.89  5.12  
VSS2-VSS2A  VSS2  3.4  3.27  
VSS2-VSSA  VSSA  3.34  3.1  
VSSIO1-VSS2  VSS2  1.75  1.81  
VSSIO1-VSS2  VSSIO1  2.89  2.77  
VSSIO2-VSS1  VSS1  4.43  4.04  
VSSIO2-VSS1  VSSIO2  3.3  3.3  
VSSIO2-VSS2  VSS2  3.75  4.18  
VSSIO2-VSS2  VSSIO2  3.32  3.35  
 
5.3.3 Voltage Monitor Readings from CDM Test Chips 
Figure 5.18 shows the peak VGS reported by the VM in path 1-VM (unprotected) of the 65 
nm test chip following 3.5 A WCDM2 and CC-TLP stress to several different power and ground 
pins. Zaps to VDD1 and VSS1 were negative current stresses, while zaps to VDD2 and VSS2 were 
positive current stresses.  The lower-case letters appended to the pad names in Figure 5.18 
indicate different pad locations around the pad ring. The measured voltages generated by each 
tester are nearly identical. Note that the stress varies drastically depending on the location of the 
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pad in the pad ring for a given power pin group. This is anticipated because the impedance of the 
bus routing between the zapped pad and the domain crossing circuit varies with zap pad location. 
 
Figure 5.18: VM readings from the 65 nm test chip after 3.5 A WCDM2 and CC-TLP stress. Zaps 
to VDD1 and VSS1 were negative current stresses while zaps to VDD2 and VSS2 were positive current 
stresses.  The stress generated by both testers is nearly identical. 
In Figure 5.19, the VM readings for a positive current stress to VSS2a (Figure 5.18) are 
compared with readings following positive VF-TLP stress (trise = 200 ps, tw = 1.3 ns). VSS2a was 
always grounded during the VF-TLP stress while the pulsed pin varied. As with the WCDM2 
and CC-TLP results, the stress varies greatly depending on the current entry point.  In nearly 
every case, the VF-TLP stress is greater than that generated by the single-pin testers; this result is 
not surprising.  During VF-TLP, current flows between two pads, thereby confining most of the 
current to the pad ring.  The current confinement causes large voltage drops along the buses, and 
these contribute to VGS at the receiver.  In contrast, the stress current generated during WCDM2 
and CC-TLP is widely distributed, originating at locations throughout the die.  The current 
density is low in the many distributed current paths that ultimately combine at the zap pad, 
resulting in lower voltage drops within the core. 
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Figure 5.19: 65 nm VM readings following positive-current WCDM2 and CC-TLP zaps to VSS2a. 
These are compared with readings following VF-TLP stresses in which VSS2a is grounded and a 
positive pulse is applied to various power pins. The discharge current in every case was 3.5 A. 
The 90 nm test chip was stressed at 4.7 A using the three wafer-level testers, and the 
VMs at the domain crossing circuits (paths 1-4) were subsequently read. At this current level, 
only zaps to VDD1 and VSS1 pads generated measurable stress. The VM readings from zaps to the 
worst-case pins in these two groups are shown in Figure 5.20 and Figure 5.21. As with the 65 nm 
test chip, the WCDM2 and CC-TLP measurements are nearly identical.  The worst-case VF-TLP 
pin combination generates a larger stress than the other two testers, though not as drastically 
different as in the 65 nm chip. A probable explanation for the smaller difference is that the bus 
resistance in the pad ring of the 90 nm CDM test chip is less than that of the 65 nm chip. The 90 
nm design utilizes multiple parallel buses for power and ground in the pad ring, and the buses 
utilize more levels of metal than in the 65 nm design.  Because VF-TLP current is primarily 
confined to the pad ring, even small differences in bus routing resistance of the two designs will 
have significant impact on the stress generated within the core. 
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Figure 5.20: 90 nm VM readings following 4.7 A stress. Negative current stress to VDD1 was 
generated by CC-TLP and WCDM2. Positive VF-TLP pulses were applied between VDD1 and VSS2. 
The worst-case stress pins are shown here. 
 
Figure 5.21: 90 nm VM readings following 4.7 A stress. Negative current stress to VSS1 was 
generated by CC-TLP and WCDM2. Positive VF-TLP pulses were applied to VSS2 with VSS1 
grounded. The worst-case stress pins are shown here. 
The data in Figure 5.20 indicate that, for negative current VDD1 zaps, the driver PMOS 
size hugely affects the cross-domain voltage stress.  Clearly, the stress was the worst at the 
receiver driven by the large PMOS. This stress was lowered by approximately 50% by reducing 
the size of the driver PMOS by a factor of 10.  This result is easily explained.  During negative 
current stress to VDD1, current will flow from VDD1 to the VDD2 power domain.  This is essentially 
the scenario presented in Figure 1.3.  A large PMOS in the driver is more likely to pull the cross-
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domain signal to VDD1, whether capacitively or actively.  Note that the driver PMOS size was 
less influential during the negative current stress to VSS1; during VF-TLP, the measured stress at 
the receiver is nearly identical for both PMOS sizes.  For this VF-TLP stress, current flows only 
between VSS1 and VSS2; i.e., VDD1 is at VSS1 potential.  Consequently, the output voltage of the 
driver must be equal to that of VSS1, regardless of the driver PMOS size.  However, the driver 
PMOS size does have a small impact during negative current CC-TLP and WCDM2 zaps to VSS1 
(Figure 5.21).  For these two cases, VDD1 is not necessarily (and is likely not) at VSS1 potential.  
This is because a small degree of coupling exists between the field plate and the VDD bond pads 
and metal routing.  The voltage difference between VDD1 and VSS1 is not as large as during a VDD1 
zap, but it is large enough that the RX stress increases as the TX PMOS drives the signal toward 
VDD1.  
When zapping VDD1 using CC-TLP and WCDM2, local APD protection appears to 
provide less benefit than does a reduction of the TX PMOS size (Figure 5.20). This indicates 
that, for this scenario, the VDD1-VSS1 voltage is more influential on the RX stress than the VSS1-
VSS2 voltage (local APDs should reduce the latter).  During negative current CC-TLP and 
WCDM2 zaps to VDD1, negative charge stored on the substrate must flow to VDD1; i.e., current 
flows away from VDD1.  For this test chip, the substrate area is dominated by and nearly equally 
divided between the VSS1 and VSS2 nets (see Figure 5.1).  Charge on the VSS2 net reaches the VDD1 
zap pin by flowing through the APDs to VSS1, then through the reverse diode between VSS1 and 
VDD1 (see Figure 5.2).  Charge on the VSS1 net flows only through the VSS1-VDD1 reverse diode to 
reach VDD1.  Hence, the current between VSS1 and VDD1 is approximately twice that of the current 
between VSS2 and VSS1.  Clearly, reducing the impedance between VSS1 and VSS2 by using local 
APD will be less impactful than preventing the TX output from being driven fully to VDD1.  In 
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the case of VDD1-VSS2 VF-TLP stress, the currents from VDD1 to VSS1 and from VSS1 to VSS2 are 
equal.  Hence, we see in Figure 5.20 that both a reduction in the TX PMOS size and the inclusion 
of local APD are nearly equally beneficial. 
Local APD are beneficial during CC-TLP and WCDM2 negative current stress to VSS1 
(see Figure 5.21).  A VF-TLP stress between VSS1 and VSS2 will generate current flow primarily in 
the pad ring, so the inclusion of APD within the core has very little benefit.  In contrast, current 
from the substrate during CC-TLP and WCDM2 stress enters the ground buses wherever there 
are substrate taps.  Local APDs provide an additional path for current to flow between domains, 
thereby reducing the voltage drops generated between the two.  
The inclusion of local clamps resulted in the least stress at the receiver for both pin zaps, 
as expected.  These clamps reduce the stress at the receiver regardless of its origin. 
In summary, the lack of distributed current flow during VF-TLP stress is the source of the 
discrepancies in the VM measurements.  During FICDM, charge is distributed across the 
package pins and die attach plate of packaged parts.   Hence, the distributed current stress of the 
single-pin wafer-level testers should more closely resemble FICDM stress than VF-TLP. 
5.3.4 Summary: VF-TLP vs. Single-Pin Wafer-Level Testers 
The real-time probing measurements presented in this chapter show that WCDM and CC-
TLP stress are very similar.  Voltage monitor measurements from both test chips also indicate 
that WCDM2 and CC-TLP stress are similar.  We therefore conclude that WCDM, WCDM2, 
and CC-TLP testers can be used interchangeably.  Having established this point, the 
measurements in the next section will generally be from only one of these three testers. The high 
repeatability of the relay-initiated WCDM2 and CC-TLP testers makes these desirable over the 
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variable air-gap discharge of WCDM. Hence, WCDM results will not be presented hereafter. 
Voltage monitor and RF probing measurements from standalone devices and CDM test chips 
show that VF-TLP stress is generally more severe than that of the single pin wafer-level testers.   
5.4 Cross-Domain Stress: FICDM vs. Wafer-Level CDM 
The stress at the cross-domain circuits of the two CDM test chips is examined in this 
section. First, real-time probing is used to compare package-level to die-level stress.  Then, the 
cross domain functional failures generated at both the package and wafer level will be compared.  
Finally, correlation between the voltage monitor results presented in Section 5.3 and the failures 
presented in this section will be examined. 
5.4.1 Impact of Packaging on CDM Stress 
It is well known that device packaging significantly affects FICDM stress of a device; the 
same die packaged in two different package types will experience different stresses [15].  
Therefore, it is important to understand how the absence of packaging impacts CDM stress.  In 
this section, real-time probing is used to observe the differences between current flow during 
packaged and unpackaged stress.  CC-TLP will be used because it allows for real-time probing, 
and both packaged and unpackaged devices can be stressed by the system. 
Packaged 90 nm test chips with part of the encapsulation removed were stressed using 
CC-TLP.  The packaged chips were placed in “live bug” position: the pins touched the dielectric 
with the exposed die facing upward to allow probe access (see Figure 5.4).  The chips were 
zapped at an external VSS1 pin while the potential difference between VSS2 and VSS1 was measured 
using the probe pads near the internal I/Os. For comparison, the same measurements were taken 
on bare die, zapping at the corresponding bond pad in the pad ring.   
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The results for the packaged die are shown in Figure 5.22a. The largest voltage drop 
occurs for the circuit with high bus resistance, as expected. Local APDs lowered the voltage drop 
compared to the control case. Since the potential drop between the VSS buses adds to the VGS 
stress of the receiver NMOS, these results indicate that low VSS bus resistance and local APDs 
can lower the VGS.  
The results for the bare die are shown Figure 5.22b. Unlike the packaged die 
measurements, circuit topology had little effect on the measured potential difference. The current 
flow during die-level stress must be different than during package-level stress. 
Circuit simulation is used to better understand the measurement results. The netlist was 
constructed as described in [44].  The model was not calibrated for the actual test chip layout, so 
quantitative agreement with measurement results should not be expected.  However, the netlist 
represents the test chip sufficiently well to justify a qualitative comparison.  Indeed, the 
simulation results, shown in Figure 5.23, resemble the measurement results of Figure 5.22. 
Simulation predicts that circuit topology will have significantly less effect on the potential 
difference between the VSS buses when die-level rather than package-level testing is performed, 
just as was observed in the measurements.  
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Figure 5.22: Measured peak VSS2-VSS1 voltage near internal I/Os for (a) packaged and (b) bare-die 
CC-TLP stress at VSS1 of the 90 nm test chip.  For packaged die, high bus resistance greatly 
increases, and local APDs reduce, the potential difference. For bare die, the circuit topology has 
little influence. 
 
 
Figure 5.23: Simulated peak VSS2-VSS1 voltage near internal I/Os for (a) packaged and (b) bare-die 
CC-TLP stress at VSS1. Results qualitatively agree with measurement. 
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During a CDM event, current flow within an IC is dependent upon the distribution of 
CDUT.  CDUT is distributed differently in die-level and package-level stress.  During package-level 
stress of this test chip, most of the total capacitance is between the field plate and the package 
pins [44].  There is roughly the same number of pins in each of the five power domains.  
Therefore, when a VSS1 pin is zapped, approximately four-fifths of the charge must make its way 
to the VSS1 power domain, which it does by way of the power buses and APDs; this current flow 
generates potential differences inside the circuit that can stress the internal circuitry.  During die-
level stress, CDUT  is distributed across the substrate.  As illustrated in Figure 5.1, the area of the 
substrate connected to the VSS1 domain through substrate contacts is nearly half the total area.  A 
zap to a VSS1 pin only requires that slightly more than half of the stored charge flows from the 
other four domains through the on-chip network to the VSS1 domain.  Because cross-domain 
current flow is reduced during wafer-level stress, the impedance between domains has less of an 
impact on the voltage stress at the receiver.  Clearly, the voltage drop between domains will be 
less during the die-level stress than during the package-level stress.  Both measurement and 
simulation results confirm this analysis.  Therefore, while die or wafer-level tests may replicate 
FICDM failures in the I/O ring [28], it does not necessarily follow that they induce the same 
stress at internal I/Os. 
It is true that in the live bug position used in this work, the pin capacitance is over-
emphasized.  Nevertheless, even in dead bug position, the total pin area and capacitance for the 
100 pin QFP package dominate the chip-to-plate capacitance of the small 2 mm by 4 mm die 
[44].  Therefore, the results and analyses presented here should extend to FICDM stress in which 
the dead bug position is used. 
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5.4.2 CDM-Induced Cross-Domain Failures in the 65 nm CDM Chip 
In this section, the failures generated in the 65 nm chip at domain crossing circuits by 
FICDM, WCDM2, and VF-TLP are compared. Failure is defined as a 30% or greater 
degradation in the maximum operating frequency of the path. Functional testing of packaged 
devices was performed using a BGA socket mounted on a custom-designed PCB test board [50]. 
Functional testing of bare dies was accomplished through the use of custom probe cards designed 
by the author. 
5.4.2.1 Summary of Functional Failures  
The power and ground pins of packaged parts were stressed at +/-1000 V Vpre on 
FICDM; the average peak current magnitude was 8 A.  Unpackaged devices were also subjected 
to bipolarity stress of 8 A at the power and ground pins using VF-TLP and WCDM2.  For VF-
TLP measurements, all cross-power-domain pad combinations were stressed at both polarities 
since these are the worst-case stress conditions; i.e., pad combinations VDD1 – VDD2, VDD1 – VSS1, 
VSS1 – VSS2, and VSS1 – VDD2 were all stressed at both polarities.  The failures are summarized in 
Figure 5.24. Failures only occurred in the non-protected control circuit for any tester. As 
predicted by the VM measurements in Section 5.3.3 (see Figure 5.19), the stress generated on the 
unprotected control path was more severe when using VF-TLP than it was with the other testers.   
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Figure 5.24: Cross-domain failures following bipolarity 8 A FICDM, WCDM2, and VF-TLP stress 
of the 65 nm chip. Only the non-protected control path failed.  As predicted by the VMs (see 
Section 5.3.3), the stress generated by VF-TLP was the most severe of the three for this path. Refer 
to Table 5.4 for a more complete description of the cross-domain circuits.  
At 10.7 A, corresponding to FICDM Vpre = 1500 V, other paths began to fail, as shown in 
Figure 5.25. The circuits with local clamps (paths 3, 4 and 5) did not fail on any tester; this is 
consistent with the measurements in Section 5.3.3.  Two discrepancies between the testers are 
apparent in Figure 5.25.  The first is that the series pass gate in path 2 is more effective against 
VF-TLP and WCDM2 stress than against FICDM.  The second is that path 7 fails only on 
WCDM2.  The inclusion of local decoupling capacitance in addition to local anti-parallel diodes 
(APD) allowed path 7 to survive FICDM and VF-TLP testing in every instance, while it failed 
WCDM2 testing in every instance. Other than these discrepancies (further discussed in Section 
5.4.2.3), the testers create similar cross-domain failures on this chip at a given current level.  
This is true despite the fact that the tw of the WCDM2 current pulses is nearly four times that of 
CC-TLP and FICDM (Figure 5.7).  This indicates that the Vpeak generated within the core is a 
more accurate measure of stress than the total energy. 
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Figure 5.25: Cross-domain failures following bipolarity 10.7 A FICDM, WCDM2, and VF-TLP 
stress of the 65 nm chip. Those paths with local clamps did not fail. The inclusion of local 
decoupling capacitance along with an APD (path 7) does not reduce WCDM2 stress at the receiver.  
The presence of a series pass gate was most beneficial for VF-TLP stress.  Otherwise, the results 
from this chip show good correlation among testers. Refer to Table 5.4 for a more complete 
description of the cross-domain circuits.  
5.4.2.2 Comparison of Failures by Pin Group 
Much can be learned by examining which stress pin groups caused failures in the various 
cross-domain paths.  This information is summarized in Table 5.6.  Devices available to test 
were limited, so data are sparse for some pin groups (e.g., FICDM measurements for VSS1 and 
VDD1 pins).  However, the data are sufficient in most cases to draw conclusions, and general 
trends can certainly be observed.  It is readily apparent that zaps to VSS2 and VDD2 pins were more 
severe on either tester than were zaps to VSS1 and VDD1 pins.   
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Table 5.6: CDM-induced failures by stress pin group for both WCDM2 and FICDM.  Paths 
experiencing failures are shaded.  Failures were only caused by zaps to VSS2 and VDD2 for both 
testers.  Results are from the 65 nm test chip. 
 # Fails / # Tested    
WCDM2: -/+10.7 Amps          FICDM: -/+11.4 Amps 
 VSS2 VDD2 VSS1 VDD1 
Path FICDM WCDM2 FICDM WCDM2 FICDM WCDM2 FICDM WCDM2 
1-control 4/4 1/2 3/3 3/3 0/1 0/4 0/2 0/4 
2-pass gate 1/3 0/4 1/3 2/5 0/1 0/5 0/2 0/5 
3-small diodes 0/4 0/5 0/4 0/5 0/1 0/5 0/2 0/5 
4-diodes 0/4 0/5 0/4 0/5 0/1 0/5 0/2 0/5 
5-diodes+25Ω 0/4 0/5 0/4 0/5 0/1 0/5 0/2 0/5 
6-local APD 4/4 3/3 2/3 2/2 0/1 0/5 0/2 0/5 
7-APD+decap 0/4 0/3 0/4 2/2 0/1 0/4 0/2 0/4 
 
The severity of the VSS2 and VDD2 stress can be explained by examining the distribution of 
CDUT for both packaged and unpackaged stress, similar to the analysis of the 90 nm CDM chip in 
Section 5.4.1.  As illustrated Figure 5.5, approximately two-thirds of the bond pads are located in 
the VDD1 domain, while one-third are located in the VDD2 domain.  Consequently, the same ratio 
of the total package metal (solder balls, substrate traces, wire bonds) is assigned to each domain.  
Because package metal comprises most of CDUT during FICDM testing [44], most of the charge 
will be stored in the VDD1 domain.  Hence, approximately twice the current will flow during a 
FICDM zap to the VDD2 domain than a during a VDD1 domain zap.  During WCDM2, most of the 
coupling is to the copper plate to which the bare dies are conductively glued.  When the part is 
zapped, charge on the copper plate must enter or exit the chip at the stressed pin.  The first 
possible entry point for this current will be the substrate taps in the pad ring.  It is also important 
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to note that in this design, most of the substrate taps are in the pad ring, the core being populated 
primarily with isolated standalone test structures. Hence, the primary current entry point for this 
chip is the pad ring. Because there are twice as many bond pads in the VDD1 domain, most of the 
current will enter here.  So, during a zap to the VDD2 domain, much of the current will enter/exit 
the chip via the VDD1 domain and reach the VDD2 domain by way of on-chip bus routing. 
Conversely, a zap to the VDD1 domain results in significantly less current flow by way of the 
chip’s buses.  
5.4.2.3 Investigation of Failure Discrepancies among Testers 
The fact that path 2 fails less frequently on unpackaged devices (see Figure 5.25) further 
highlights fundamental differences between packaged and unpackaged stress.  The gate of the 
PMOS in the pass gate is tied to VSS1 and its body is tied to VDD2; the NMOS gate is tied to VDD2 
with its body tied to VSS2.  Therefore, if the potential of the VSS buses is greater than or 
approximately equal to VDD2 during stress, both the NMOS and the PMOS will essentially be 
turned off and reduce the voltage appearing at the receiver.  In other words, unless current is 
flowing from VDD2 to other power/ground nodes, the pass gates will be in a high impedance state 
and protect the receiver.  During FICDM stress, charge is primarily stored on the package pins 
[44].  So, during a positive current stress to VSS2, for example, charge stored on the VDD2 package 
pins will flow to VSS2; i.e., VDD2 > VSS2 and the pass gates turn on. However, during WCDM2, 
field plate coupling is predominantly to the substrate (refer to Section 5.4.1), and VF-TLP uses 
no field plate at all.  Consequently, little to no charge will flow between VDD2 and VSS2 during 
stress to VSS2, VSS1, or VDD1, and the pass gates will protect the receiver.  Note that negative 
current stress to VDD2 on both single-pin testers causes VDD2 to be the highest potential on the 
chip; the pass gate is likely to be ineffective for this scenario. To summarize, pass gates should 
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be effective protection for wafer-level zaps to VSS2, VSS1, or VDD1, while pass gates are less likely 
to reduce stress during FICDM stress to VSS2.  On all three testers, pass gates are likely less 
effective during negative current VDD2 zaps.  
The path 2 failure data in Table 5.6 support the above conjecture.  During WCDM2 
stress, the only pin group to cause failures on path 2 was VDD2.  However, during FICDM stress, 
failures were caused by zaps to both VDD2 and VSS2.  This supports the statement that charge 
storage on the VDD nets during unpackaged CDM-like stress is significantly less than during 
FICDM. 
  The fact that path 7 fails only during WCDM2 stress (see Figure 5.25) indicates 
differences between WCDM2 and the other testers. The failure data for paths 6 and 7 in Table 
5.6 help to better understand why local decoupling capacitance with local APD (path 7) did not 
reduce stress compared to local APD alone (path 6).  Zaps to VDD1 and VSS1 did not generate any 
failures on these (or any) paths.  Zaps to VSS2 and VDD2 caused failure on path 6 in nearly every 
instance for both testers.  Path 7 only failed when WCDM2 stress was applied to VDD2.  In other 
words, the presence of local decoupling capacitance decreased failures during VSS2 stress for both 
testers; it also decreased failures during FICDM stress to VDD2 but did not decrease WCDM2 
VDD2 stress.   
The effect of local decoupling capacitance is to reduce the magnitude of transient voltage 
between power rails near the cross-domain circuits, which in turn reduces stress to the receiver 
[12], [44].  The fact that local decoupling capacitance reduces internal receiver damage during 
WCDM2 VSS2 stress suggests that transient power rail voltage in one or both power domains is 
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being suppressed.  So, while coupling to the VDD nodes during WCDM2 is small (as shown in the 
path 2 analysis above), it is apparently nonzero.   
Simulations show that decoupling capacitance near the driver reduces stress to the 
receiver NMOS, while capacitance near the receiver reduces the receiver PMOS stress [44].  
When VDD2 is the stress pin, current must flow between VDD2 and VSS2 for both testers, so voltage 
transients in this domain must occur.  However, since the presence of local decoupling 
capacitance in the VDD2 domain does not suppress WCDM2 failures, it is likely not the receiver 
PMOS that fails in this instance.  Failure analysis or simulations are needed to verify this 
conjecture.  It remains unclear why local decoupling capacitance does not decrease failures 
during WCDM2 stress.  Further simulations and measurements are needed to fully understand 
this result. 
5.4.2.4 Discussion: Cross-Domain Failure Correlation 
The relatively strong cross-domain failure correlation between the results of the three 
testers may be related to the nearly identical distribution of CDUT among packaged and 
unpackaged stress of this chip; approximately two-thirds of CDUT pertains to the VDD1 domain for 
both scenarios.  If the CDUT distribution were more dissimilar between packaged and unpackaged 
devices, like it is in the 90 nm CDM test chip case (discussed in Section 5.4.1), the failure 
correlation may not be as strong.  Failure data from multiple chip architectures and packaging 
configurations would help to answer this question.  Unfortunately, the 90 nm CDM chip in this 
work could not be functionally tested for failure at the wafer level.  The pad ring design and the 
probe stations available for use were not amenable to probe card design for this chip.  However, 
the real-time probing measurements in Section 5.4.1 certainly suggest that stronger 
miscorrelation will occur when the packaged CDUT distribution differs from that of bare die.  
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5.4.3 Comparison of VM Measurements to CDM-Induced Failures 
In this section, the voltage monitor circuit readings are compared with actual CDM-
induced failures.  This study will help understand how to use voltage monitor readings to predict 
CDM reliability of a circuit.  
5.4.3.1 VM vs. CDM Failures on 65 nm CDM Test Chip 
The VM readings from path 1 on the 65 nm chip (Figure 5.18) suggest that stress at this 
path will be nearly equally severe for stress to all pins in each of the four power pin groups, 
particularly when using WCDM2.  However, the failure data for path 1 in Table 5.6 and the 
analysis in Section 5.4.2.2 indicate that stress was significantly more severe for stress to VDD2 or 
VSS2.  This discrepancy does not indicate that the VM malfunctioned or is inaccurate.  The VM 
only records positive VGS across the receiver NMOS. If negative stress to the NMOS is more 
severe, or if stress to the PMOS is actually causing the observed failures, the VM will not 
indicate this.  Failure analysis would be useful in identifying whether the NMOS or PMOS failed 
in each instance.  Also, a VM capable of recording each of the four stress scenarios would 
provide valuable information, as will be discussed in Chapter 6. 
5.4.3.2 VM vs. FICDM Failures on 90 nm CDM Test Chip 
Shown in Figure 5.26 are the FICDM-induced cross-domain failures from the 90 nm 
CDM test chip, along with the corresponding VM measurements from WCDM2 stress.  Results 
from paths 1-4 are presented.  Because the presence of VMs was shown to reduce the failure rate 
in some instances (Section 4.1.5), the FICDM results shown are from the instantiation of these 
paths that do not contain VMs.  VM measurements from VDD1 and VSS1 zaps were following 
negative current stress, while the measurements from VSS2 and VDD2 zaps were positive current 
stress; these are the only stress polarities that can potentially generate positive voltage across the 
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VM terminals.  It is apparent that the path with a large PMOS in the driver failed most often, as 
predicted by the VMs. Local clamps and local APDs reduced the failure rate, also a prediction of 
the VMs.   
 
 
Figure 5.26: FICDM-induced failures compared with WCDM2 VM readings from paths 1-4 of the 
90 nm CDM test chip.  Results are displayed by zap pin group.  The FICDM failures are from the 
copied set of the paths without VMs.  FICDM failures were following bipolarity stress at 1000V Vpre 
(approximately 8 A).  VM measurements from VDD1 and VSS1 zaps were following negative current 
stress, while the measurements from VSS2 and VDD2 zaps were positive current stress; all were 3.5 A 
in magnitude. 
The VMs predict that VDD1 will be the worst-case pin for positive VGS stress at the 
receiver NMOS.  In light of this observation, the high failure rate of path 2 (large TX PMOS) 
following VDD1 stress strongly suggests that the NMOS was damaged in this case.  The simple 
analysis from Section 5.3.3 also supports this claim.  During negative current stress to VDD1, 
current will flow from VDD1 to the VDD2 domain (the scenario in Figure 1.3).  A large PMOS in 
the driver is more likely to pull the cross-domain signal to the potential of VDD1, whether 
capacitively or actively.  This would present a worst-case scenario to the receiver NMOS. 
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The VMs did not predict the FICDM failures following VSS2 stress; no measureable stress 
was recorded by the VMs for this zap, and other measurements indicated that a small PMOS in 
the TX would be favorable.  There are a few possibilities for this discrepancy.  First, as was 
discussed in Section 5.4.3.1, the VM only records positive stress across the NMOS gate.  It could 
be that negative stress to the NMOS caused failure, or perhaps the PMOS failed in this instance.  
Another difference is that the VM readings were obtained during (unpackaged) WCDM2 stress, 
while the reported failures are from FICDM stress.  As discussed previously, very little coupling 
to the VDD nets is expected during wafer-level stress due to the absence of package metal at these 
nodes.  So, it is likely that during positive current WCDM2 stress to VSS2, the cross-domain 
signal was not pulled to a large enough voltage to produce a measurable stress.  However, during 
FICDM, coupling to the VDD1 package pins may have pulled the cross-domain signal high 
enough to damage the receiver. 
Overall, the VMs provide valuable insight into the robustness of each cross-domain 
circuit variation.   
5.5 Stress at External Inputs: FICDM vs. Wafer-Level CDM 
The high-speed inputs of both chips were stressed by the various CDM testers.  Failures 
were defined as a factor of 10 increase in input leakage current. The results from FICDM, 
WCDM2, and CC-TLP testing are summarized in Table 5.7.  For the 65 nm test chip, there was 
excellent agreement between the failure currents obtained using FICDM and WCDM2, with the 
exception of input 3. For the 90 nm test chip, WCDM2 and CC-TLP caused failure at drastically 
lower currents than did FICDM, particularly at input 2, which has DTSCR protection. 
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Table 5.7: Failure current of the high-speed inputs from both CDM test chips.   
  Failure Current 
  FICDM WCDM2 CC-TLP 
Input # Protection Packaged Bare die Bare die Packaged 
      65 nm test chip 
1 Diodes + R + 2
ndary
 > 11.4 A > 11.4 A   
2 DTSCR + R + 2
ndary
 > 11.4 A > 11.4 A   
3 Poly-bound diodes + 
R + 2
ndary
 
> 11.4 A 10.7 A   
4 Diodes 10.7 A 10.7 A   
     90 nm test chip 
1 Diodes ≈ 8 A 3.8 A 5 A 5.75 A 
2 DTSCR ≈ 4 A 1.2 A 1 A 1.2 A 
 
VF-TLP (tw=2.5ns) I-V curves for input 3 of the 65 nm test chip and inputs 1 and 2 of the 
90 nm test chip are shown in Figures 5.27 – 5.29. It is observed that in all three cases the failure 
current increases with trise. In all three cases, when trise of the VF-TLP pulse is comparable to that 
of WCDM2 (≈250 ps), the failure current measured with VF-TLP closely agrees with the 
WCDM2 failure current. These data indicate that the failures for these inputs are rise time 
dependent.  The trise of the FICDM waveforms measured at the zap pin is approximately 50 ps. 
Given that the failure current of these inputs is a strong function of trise, one would expect the 
FICDM failure current to be lower than that from WCDM2. Yet only when the VF-TLP trise=600 
ps does the failure current approach that of FICDM for any of the three inputs. This suggests that 
the current rise time at the input circuit during FICDM is greater than that measured at the 
discharge pin.  
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Figure 5.27: VF-TLP I-V of 65 nm test chip input 3 (poly-bound diode protection). This input 
passed FICDM testing beyond 11.4 A but failed WCDM2 at around 10 A (black line). The VF-TLP 
failure current is a function of trise and agrees with that of WCDM2 when its trise is comparable 
(≈250ps). 
 
Figure 5.28: VF-TLP I-V of 90 nm test chip input 1 (dual diode protection). The FICDM failure 
current of 8 A (grey box) is significantly larger than the 3.8 A WCDM2 failure current (black line). 
The VF-TLP failure current is a function of trise and agrees with that of WCDM2 when its trise is 
comparable (≈250ps). 
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Figure 5.29: VF-TLP I-V of 90 nm test chip input 2 (DTSCR protection). The FICDM failure 
current of 4 A (grey box) is significantly larger than the 1.2 A WCDM2 failure current (black line). 
The VF-TLP failure current is a function of trise and agrees with that of WCDM2 when its trise is 
comparable (≈250 ps). 
Input 4 of the 65 nm chip and input 1 of the 90 nm chip both utilized primary-only dual 
diode protection, yet only input 1 has unequal FICDM and WCDM2 failure currents (see Table 
5.7).  To investigate the dissimilar performance of these two inputs, VDUT(t) was measured 
during VF-TLP stress (tw=2.5 ns) applied between the input and VSS.  A Kelvin GS probe (R=2.5 
kΩ) was used to obtain VDUT(t).  The transient measurements from input 1 of the 90 nm chip for 
trise of 200 ps and 300 ps are shown in Figure 5.30.  The stress current for these measurements 
was 3.5 A, which is near the WCDM2 failure current for this pin.  Voltage overshoot occurs 
during the pulse rising edge; the overshoot is larger for smaller trise, as expected.  The failure 
current of the diodes and the rail clamps for stress of this time scale is beyond 3.5 A, indicating 
that oxide breakdown in the receiver was the failure mechanism during WCDM2 stress. In short, 
the observations suggest that the rise times of the stresses delivered by FICDM and WCDM2 are 
different, resulting in differing overshoot and unequal failure currents.  Conversely, no overshoot 
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is observed at input 4 of the 65 nm chip when subjected to similar stress.  This is shown in 
Figure 5.31 for 10 A VF-TLP stress, which is near the failure current of this pin.  The absence of 
voltage overshoot for trise ≥ 200 ps results in equal WCDM2 and FICDM failure currents. 
 
Figure 5.30: Transient VF-TLP measurements from input 1 of the 90 nm CDM test chip during a 
3.5 A stress.  Voltage overshoot between the input and VSS is observed, and the overshoot increases 
as trise decreases.   
 
Figure 5.31: Transient VF-TLP measurements from input 4 of the 65 nm CDM test chip during a 
10 A stress.  Unlike input 1 of the 90 nm test chip, no voltage overshoot is observed (see Figure 
5.30).   
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  The IC packaging contributes to the implied discrepancy between the measured FICDM 
current and the actual current flowing through the device.  During FICDM stress, some of the 
charge measured at the discharge pin results from displacement current between neighboring 
pins. This current would be measured at the discharge pin and could contribute to a fast rise time 
and larger peak current, but it would not be felt within the IC.  Furthermore, simulations and 
measurements have shown that charge stored on different parts of the package can arrive at the 
current measurement point at staggered times, and the rising edge of the measured pulse is more 
closely related to the incident (delivered) pulse than the pulse reflected by the DUT (which 
contains the more accurate measure of the effective stress) [53].  As the propagation time of 
package traces increases, the separation of the arrival time of charge packets at the measurement 
point increases due to reflections in the trace lines.  The result is that the stress current, or the 
current through the device in the silicon, is not equal to that measured at the pogo pin, either in 
magnitude or rise time [53]. The measured FICDM rise time is more closely related to the 
incident pulse delivered by the tester than the characteristics of the device being stressed [53].  
The small size of the CDM test chips necessitates the use of long bond wires in the package, so 
signal delays caused by packaging are likely.  Yet another effect of the packaging is to slow the 
rise time of the incident (measured) pulse before it reaches the silicon [53].  All of these factors 
generate discrepancies between the measured current and the actual stress current. 
In an attempt to ascertain the impact of packaging on the stress delivered to the device, 
both packaged and unpackaged 90 nm CDM test chips were stressed on the CC-TLP system. The 
results, also shown in Table 5.7, show a slight increase in the measured failure current when a 
packaged device is used.  However, the increase is not nearly enough to explain the observed 
differences from FICDM results.  Apparently, differences in the two testers do not emphasize the 
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effect of packaging equally.  To fully understand the package/chip/tester interaction, detailed 
models of the package, chip, and FICDM tester should be used in EM simulations.   
To achieve stronger correlation between FICDM and wafer-level testers (CC-TLP and 
WCDM2), one might apply a rise time filter to the wafer-level testers to slow the delivered pulse.  
However, the amount of filtering required would likely not be a constant; it should vary with the 
package type being used during FICDM testing.  Furthermore, slowing the pulse rise time will 
decrease the delivered peak current at a given precharge voltage since single-pin testers depend 
on C∙dV/dt displacement current.  This could be a problem if the required precharge voltage 
exceeds the rating of the relay used for actuating the stress (which would be the case for the relay 
used in this work). 
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CHAPTER 6: FUTURE WORK AND CONCLUSIONS 
6.1 Future Work 
The voltage monitors presented in this work were not bonded to output pins and could 
therefore only be read from unpackaged devices.  The VMs would be especially useful for 
providing information about internally generated stress during package-level testing.  A 
particularly interesting use for the VM would be to provide quantitative measurements of the 
stress generated at die-to-die signal interfaces within a stacked or 3D IC.  The author is currently 
working with colleagues to design a 3D IC CDM test chip in which VMs are placed at these die-
to-die interfaces.  The VM outputs will be bonded to external package pins to allow them to be 
read after FICDM stress of packaged devices.  The forthcoming results should be very 
interesting. 
While the voltage monitor circuit used in this work proved to be very useful, it was also 
shown in Section 4.1.5 that the presence of a VM reduced the stress at cross-domain receivers in 
some instances.  It was hypothesized that the capacitance added to the node by the VM might be 
a cause of this clamping.  To test this theory, the author recently designed a VM with 
significantly reduced loading capacitance. While the storage capacitor of the VM used in this 
work was approximately 770 fF, the capacitor used in the newly designed VM is approximately 
50 fF.  The input diode and output buffer were correspondingly reduced in size to minimize 
leakage and achieve comparable retention time.  These VMs will be included in the 3D IC CDM 
test chip just described.  By comparing failures at die-to-die interface circuits both with and 
without embedded VM circuits, it will be apparent whether or not the reduced capacitance of the 
VM helped to reduce or eliminate any capacitive loading effect.  If not, it is likely that the N-
well/P-substrate diode between Input and VSS2 (Figure 4.5) is the cause of clamping by the VM.  
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The analysis in Section 5.5 suggested that the rise time of the current pulse delivered to 
an input circuit during FICDM stress is slower than that measured at the input pin.  The VM can 
be used to test this theory.  A VM will be included at the input circuit on the new CDM test chip 
just described. The input circuit will be protected by a GC-NMOS.  Because the trigger voltage 
of the GC-NMOS is a decreasing function of the rise time of the current it sinks, the peak voltage 
recorded by the VM will be larger for slowly rising stress current.  By comparing the VM 
readings at this input following both FICDM and wafer-level (WCDM2 or VF-TLP) stress, it 
will be apparent whether or not the rise times of the two stresses are similar. 
The VM in this work only records positive VGS stress across the NMOS.  It was pointed 
out in Section 5.4.3 that some of the failures at the cross-domain circuits might be from damage 
to the receiver PMOS.  A new voltage monitor circuit has been designed for inclusion on the 3D 
IC test chip.  This VM is capable of recording positive VGS stress across the receiver PMOS; that 
is, it can record positive stress at the cross-domain signal with respect to VDD2. Both versions of 
the VM will be included in hopes that these will better predict robustness for both MOSFETS in 
the receiver. 
Simulation studies using detailed models of the die, package, and testers would be useful 
for understanding some of the discrepancies between packaged and unpackaged testing.  Also, 
measurement data from multiple package types and circuit designs would provide further support 
and insight into the findings of this work.  
6.2 Conclusions 
Three methods for introducing single-pin CDM-like stress at the wafer level have been 
presented: modified versions of CC-TLP (dual polarity stress) and WCDM (single polarity 
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stress), and a new tester, WCDM2 (single polarity stress).  These have been shown to generate 
waveforms that resemble those of FICDM testers.   
The modified CC-TLP and WCDM testers allow for probe access during the CDM stress.  
A method for obtaining real-time voltage measurements at internal nodes during these wafer-
level tests was presented.  It was shown that a GSSG probe can function as a differential voltage 
probe that negligibly impacts current flow during a stress.  The measurements obtained from this 
probing technique are useful for understanding current flow during wafer-level CDM stress.  It 
was shown that current during such a stress originates from the substrate; consequently the 
voltage appearing across ESD protection devices is reduced relative to surface-initiated current 
flow. 
A novel bias circuit was introduced for improving CDM robustness at external high-
speed input circuits without adding extra ESD protection.  This type of bias circuit can be used to 
increase the ESD design window, which is especially useful when protecting thin-oxide input 
circuits against CDM damage. 
A voltage monitor circuit was demonstrated to successfully record and report the peak 
voltage generated at a given node within an IC during an ESD event.  The retention time is on 
the order of several minutes, allowing the output to be read post-stress.  The VM functioned 
correctly in both 90 nm and 65 nm technologies and is useful for understanding wafer-level-
induced CDM stress. 
To facilitate the comparison of wafer-level stress to package-level stress, two CDM test 
chips were used; these were fabricated in 90 nm and 65 nm technologies.  Both included logic to 
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identify the location of CDM-induced failure.  Probe pads and VMs were included within the 
chips to allow for measurement of internally generated node voltages at the wafer level.   
The stresses generated within an IC by CC-TLP, WCDM, and WCDM2 were shown to 
be similar.  The two-pin VF-TLP tester was shown to be a more severe stress at most domain 
crossing circuits due to the non-distributed nature of the stress.  When similar rise times are used, 
VF-TLP, WCDM2, and CC-TLP generate the same failures at external input circuits. 
FICDM-induced cross-domain failures on the 65 nm test chip in most cases showed 
strong correlation with failures generated at the wafer level.  However, some discrepancies were 
observed, and explanations offered.  It is believed that the difference arises from the absence of 
package pins for wafer-level stress since these inject charge into the circuit during FICDM.   
When failures at inputs exhibit rise-time dependence, the FICDM failure current is much 
higher than that from wafer-level testing. This is true even when the trise of the current measured 
at the FICDM discharge pin is considerably faster. This suggests that the rise time felt by the 
input is not equal to that measured at the discharge pin. Therefore, wafer-level CDM assessment 
of input pin robustness is likely to be overly pessimistic if the failure is rise-time dependent. 
Wafer-level CDM testing certainly has its place.  It can give a preliminary indication of 
weakly protected devices.  It allows for single-pin testing of small test structures without 
packaging.  Furthermore, it allows access to internal nodes for probing and failure analysis.  
However, wafer-level CDM results cannot always be assumed to be equal to those that will be 
obtained when the part is packaged and stressed on FICDM.  Even FICDM results will vary 
depending on the type of packaging used.  As new packaging technologies emerge, such as 
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stacked chip and 3D assembly, FICDM results will likely differ even more significantly.  Wafer-
level CDM testing must be used to complement, not replace, package-level CDM testing. 
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